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SUMMARY
Surface plasmons polaritons on metal-semiconductor architecture can play a
significant role in nanobiodetection. Those surface plasmons properties are particularly ideal
for surface sensing. The general idea of the project is the conception of a biodetector, which
probing mechanism is the resonance of surface plasmon polaritons (SPs) with light emitted by
the semiconductor substrate via photoluminescence (PL). The measured signal is surface
plasmon assisted PL, modulated by presence of biomolecules in the vicinity of the gold film.
In addition, surface chemistry of the gold-thiol interface is utilized prior to
biofunctionalization, allowing a selective design for the ultra-sensitive detection of different
biomolecules.

The presented architectures promise strong selectivity, through surface

functionalization and enhanced sensivity, from SPs based measurements.

The devices

fabrication processes are kept simple to offer the benefits of integrated microstructures:
miniaturisation, mass fabrication, easy operation and self-alignment between the source and
the sensing element. The proposed architectures have open active regions in order to allow a
continuous probing and, in addition to be self-referential systems, offer the potential for
parallelism, allowing high-throughput screening.
Experiments implied the fabrication of subwavelength gold gratings, within an
architecture built on a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure substrate. Efficient architectures for the
integrated infrared SP-PL coupling were designed, built, characterised and their properties
analysed to achieve an extensive understanding of the physical processes implied in these
integrated biosensors.
The research hereby presented is based on very innovative biosensing techniques, on
which only very a small amount of literature exists. The experimental and theoretical works
presented have therefore been very exploratory and the initial results even went against
preliminary expectations. Nonetheless, theoretical details have been developed afterwards to
describe the origin of the obtained results and allowed to establish, in a convincing manner,
the procedure to follow for an optimal architecture. Critical parameters where identified and
their inter-relations established through experimental results and a second round of theoretical
analysis.

Subsequently, final measurements showed a strong correlation with the latest

theoretical model.

RÉSUMÉ
Les plasmons polaritons de surface à l’interface de métaux et semiconducteurs peuvent
jouer un rôle majeur dans la nanobiodétection de surface, étant donné leur extrême
localisation surfacique. L’idée générale du projet consiste en la conception d’un biodétecteur,
dont le mécanisme de sonde est la résonance par plasmons de surface (PS) avec la lumière
émise par le substrat semiconducteur, via sa photoluminescence (PL). Le signal mesuré est la
PL assistée par plasmon de surface, modulée par la présence de biomolécules à la proximité
d’une mince couche d’or. De plus, la chimie de surface des thiols avec l’interface d’or est
utilisée pour la biofonctionnalisation du système, engendrant un dispositif sélectif dont l’ultra
sensitivité permet la détection de différentes biomolécules.

Les architectures présentées

promettent une forte sélectivité, à travers la fonctionnalisation de surface, ainsi qu’une
sensitivité accrue, grâce aux mesures basées sur les PS. Les procédés de fabrication des
dispositifs sont gardés simples pour offrir les bénéfices des microstructures intégrées :
miniaturisation, fabrication de masse, opération simple ainsi que l’auto-alignement entre la
source et l’élément senseur. Les architectures proposées ont leurs régions actives ouvertes à
l’environnement, pour permettre des mesures en continues et, en plus d’être des systèmes
autoréférentiels, offrent un potentiel de mesures en parallèle, pour un grand nombre de
mesures en simultanées.
Les expériences présentées impliquent la fabrication de réseaux d’or, à l’intérieur
d’architectures construites sur une hétérostructure de GaAs/AlGaAs. Des dispositifs efficaces
pour le couplage intégré de PS-PL infrarouge ont été conçus, construits, caractérisés et leurs
propriétés analysées pour atteindre une compréhension étendue sur les procédés physiques
impliqués dans ce biosenseur intégré.
La présente recherche est basée sur des techniques très novatrices de biocapteurs pour
laquelle il existe peu de littérature. Les travaux expérimentaux et théoriques se révèlent ainsi
de nature très exploratoire et les résultats préliminaires obtenus ont d’ailleurs étés à l’encontre
des prédictions initiales. Cependant, les détails théoriques développés a posteriori permettent
de comprendre l’origine des résultats obtenus et d’établir, de manière convaincante, les
procédures à suivre pour une architecture optimale. Les paramètres critiques ont été identifiés
et leurs interrelations établies à travers des résultats expérimentaux ainsi qu’une seconde
analyse théorique. Subséquemment, des mesures finales ont démontrées une forte corrélation
avec le dernier model théorique établi.
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LEXICON
Thiol: A compound that contains the functional group composed of a sulfur atom and a
hydrogen atom (-SH).

Biotin: Also known as vitamin H or B7 and C10H16N2O3S (Biotin; Coenzyme R,
Biopeiderm), is a water-soluble B-complex vitamin which is composed of an ureido
(tetrahydroimidizalone) ring fused with a tetrahydrothiophene ring.

Avidin: A glycoprotein (a macromolecule composed of a protein and a carbohydrate) that has
a very strong affinity for biotin.

Surface plasmons polaritons: Plasmons that are confined to surfaces and that interact
strongly with light resulting in a polariton (quasiparticle resulting from the quantization of
plasma oscillations).

1. INTRODUCTION
Biodiagnostic is a neuralgic sector of healthcare systems developed by modern
societies. The most promising approaches take advantage of advanced material
nanoengineering coupled to recent progress in photonics.

Of particular interest are

biodiagnostic techniques that have the potential to offer industrial solutions that are costeffective and efficient in both speed and precision. In addition to advances of biodiagnostic in
healthcare, applications of integrated and high efficient bio-detectors could be attractive, e.g.,
for the public security sector.
The proposed master’s project has been undertaken in the frame of the biodiagnostics
program carried out by the Quantum Semiconductor (QS) group at Université de Sherbrooke.
The general idea of the program is to investigate a novel approach for the fabrication of a
highly efficient semiconductor-biomolecule interface being at heart of an innovative
nanotechnology based biodetector. The group attempts to build an optical device capable to
detect organic substances that would be trapped at the surface following an auto-selection
criterion. Quantum dots, or more precisely embedded nanocrystals (NCs), would be used as
photoluminescence (PL) sources. For that reason, when a biomolecule makes contact with the
device at a precise position, the associated NC’s emission would be modified in intensity and,
possibly, its wavelength shifted. Figure 1.1 illustrates this principle where the locally
functionalised surface (2) makes a link between a particular
biomolecule (3) and the embedded NCs (1).

As the

proposed master’s project focuses on the functionalisation
of the interface (2), NCs (1) and biomolecule (3) sections
won’t be dealt with in this document.
Figure 1.1
Overall picture of the device.
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The first key problem in building the proposed optical device concerns the efficient
trapping of the biomolecules at the sensor surface. This can be achieved with a long chain
organic molecule.

One end of such molecule should have a strong affinity to organic

compounds and the other end to non-organics such as semiconductors or metals. A variety of
thiols have been investigated for that purpose. Of particular interest for the construction of an
optical bio-sensor is the ability of thiols to form self-assembled-monolayers (SAMs) on
surfaces of metals and semiconductors. Attaching biotin and avidin to the SAM seems
necessary to build a system electrochemically able to support antibodies, which role would be
to trap a targeted biomolecule.

This multi-interface of thiol/biotin/avidin/antibody

geometrically presents a relatively long cantilever on which would be attached a significant
mass, e.g., virus. Figure 1.2 shows schematically the interface in question. It is known from
literature that, in general, bindings of thiols with noble metals appear to be much stronger than
with semiconductors (discussed in Section 2).

Figure 1.2: Schematic of the interface where: (1) NCs ~20 nm, (2) Alkanethiol ~2 nm, (3)
biotin ~1.5 nm, (4) avidin ~5.5 nm, (5) biotinylated antibody >8 nm, (6) corresponding
“virus” >100 nm.
Therefore, the exposed master’s project consists of studying the possibility of taking
the advantage of this natural affinity in the construction of a semiconductor-based biosensor.
By depositing a thin metal film on the semiconductor surface, it is believed an enhancement of
the thiol-semiconductor interface bonding can be achieved.
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For this interface to be photo-electrochemically compatible, the metal thickness would have to
be below the skin dept of the used PL emission wavelength, so that the NCs PL emission is
not lost and the biomolecules section (2 to 5 in Figure 1.2) of the interface is still coupled to
the interface.
Recent experiments in other groups, from the light emitting diode (LED) field of
research, showed important interactions between metal layers and PL emission of
semiconductors quantum structures.

Electron charges on metal boundaries can perform

coherent fluctuations, which are called surface plasmons polaritons oscillations (SPs). Many
groups have observed strong modifications of PL signal from LEDs following their coating
with a thin metal layer. It has only been recently that this loss was attributed to SPs and their
special characteristics. Surface science implying electro-optics interactions, like the QS group
proposed biosensor, will be manifested through SPs interactions, in the presence of a metal
layer. Thus, it becomes of the outmost importance to understand the SPs properties and their
influence on the local electro-optics of the prototype surface.
The main goal of this project is the conception of a biodetector, which probing
mechanism is the resonance of surface plasmon polaritons (SPs) with light, whom excitation
source is the photoluminescence (PL) of the semiconductor substrate itself (unlike traditional
SPR technique whose source is external). The measured signal is surface plasmon assisted
PL, modulated through environmental bimolecular presence. In addition, surface chemistry of
gold-thiol interface is utilized as a final step for biofunctionalization, creating a selective
design for the ultra-sensitive detection of minuscule quantities of different biomolecules. The
presented architectures promise many advantages on selectivity, through surface
functionalization and sensivity, from SPs based measurements. The devices fabrications are
kept simple to offer the benefits of integrated microstructures: miniaturisation, mass
fabrication, easy operation and real integration (no alignment required between the source and
the sensing element). The architectures are open to environment to allow a continuous
probing, are self-referential systems and offer potential for parallelism, allowing highthroughput screening (limitations of macroscopical SPR techniques).
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For theses reasons, two approaches will be studied in parallel: i) Depositing a thin
metal film directly on a semiconductor substrate and ii) on an adaptive dielectric layer lying
on the semiconductor surface. The use of the adaptive dielectric layer is to allow the study
and manipulation of SPs properties between the gold layer and the semiconductor. The more
specific objectives of the presented master’s project lies in the determination of the optimal
parameters of SP-PL coupling. This includes the characterisation of the grating geometries
used, like the material itself, the grating periodicity, its thickness and topology, in addition to
the parameters of the other dielectric layers implied in the biosensor construction.
Consequently, the designed architectures are built, characterised and the result analysed to
emerge an extensive understanding of the physical process implied in these integrated
biosensors.

Enhancement of the thiol-semiconductor interface bonding is still achieved,

through utilisation of gold layer, and the surface plasmons are controlled through the
engineering of the films architecture.
The research presented is based on very innovative biosensing techniques, from which
only very a small amount of literature exists.

The experimental and theoretical works

presented have therefore been very exploratory and the initial results even went against
preliminary expectations. Nonetheless, theoretical details have been developed afterwards to
describe the origin of the obtained results and allowed to establish, in a convincing manner,
the specification to follow in the next fabrication process. Subsequently, final measurements
showed a strong correlation with the latest theoretical model.
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2. SCIENTIFIC CONTEXT
2.1. Biodetectors
In order to fully comprehend the depth of the implications of these setups and the
major role played by the interface link on the signal emitted by the GaAs substrate and/or
embedded NCs, a basic review will be first given on biodetectors in general. This shall be
followed by a discussion of the different uses of thiols and their properties pertinent for
constructing a biodetector. The third section of this review will describe the use of a thin
metal film to enhance coupling strength between the organic compounds and the
semiconductor. The last section is then dedicated to surface plasmons optics in general,
exposing the different experiments made on the interactions between surface plasma
oscillations and photoluminescence.
2.1.1. Optical
The field of optical biosensing is rapidly evolving, with new systems and detection
methods being developed each year. There are many advantages in optical sensing. In
addition to achievable sensitivity, light signals at different frequencies do not interfere in the
output signal, leading to possible multiplexing, where different measurements can be
transferred and read simultaneously. Some optical signal measuring techniques have intrinsic
amplification or can be set to have a black background, making the appearance of photons a
highly susceptible measurement (high contrasts even on low intensity regimes). Finally,
optical signals can travel an open path, leading to possible remote measurements[1]. The
numerous possibilities light is offering to detect small perturbations and modification of the
surface include luminescence (PL, phosphorescence and fluorescence), X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS), ellipsometry, reflection spectroscopy [2-4], and some other techniques.
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The recently developed commercially available biosensors mostly utilise the surface
plasmon resonance (SPR) or related spectroscopies to monitor the change in refractive index
near the sensor’s surface [5].
configurations,

perturbed

In that group are placed all Kretschmann or Otto SPR

waveguides,

fibers,

photonic

crystals

and

some

other

microstructures. The greatest advantage of the SPR-related devices lies in their ability to offer
a real time dynamic monitoring of the analytes and a high sensitivity related to the
measurements based on monitoring a perturbed optical resonant system [6]. Additionally, this
technique is normally markerless, another great advantage. Unfortunately, the counterpart for
these benefits is poor integration feasibility, expensive fabrication procedure and complex
system manipulation/analysis.

The technique also presents a poor sensitivity to small

molecules (like most viruses).
It should be underlined that semiconductor NCs used in the investigated biosensor
device represent a different approach from that related to colloidal NCs (QDs) which have
been recently the subject of intense investigation targeting fluorescence based bio-detection,
cell interaction, cellular imaging, drug discovery and genomics [7].

Both colloidal and

embedded in the substrate NCs have typical dimensions below the Bohr exciton radius (< 20
nm, material dependant). To preserve their optical properties, such as a strong PL signal, the
surface of NCs has to be covered with a thin cap layer which, in turn, is expected to provide
favourable conditions for attaching biomolecules of interest [8]. The flat surface of a cap
layer covering the embedded NCs provides potentially advantageous conditions for exploring
the influence of surface morphology on the efficiency of biodetection.

2.1.2. Electrochemical and magnetic
Electrochemistry in biodetection is mainly made through the use of colloïdal
nanoparticles, where these particles have to be made reactive to the biomolecule to be
detected. Once the nanoparticles are attached to the selected biomolecules, the nanoparticles
can be used as catalysis to a biochemical reaction:
Colloïds + hν

Reactants ←⎯⎯ ⎯ ⎯ ⎯⎯→ Products
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The presence of colloïds is measured to quantify the reactants or the products: [9-11] are just a
few examples of the existing variety of electrochemical biodetection, mostly through the use
of colloïdal nanoparticles.
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Ferromagnetic nanoparticles can also be an interesting tool as, if bounded to a
biorecognitive molecule, they can be detected using a magnetometer or separated using a
magnetic field gradient [12].

This method can be pushed even more in combining the

paramagnetic nanoparticles with the power of SQUID detection [13], which already have
revolutionised the molecular mapping sector.
Although these methods are powerful for mapping in general, they suffer of low
sensitivity and dynamic range, compared to the optical methods.

They also present

themselves as expensive techniques that can difficultly be microfabricated on industrial scale.

2.1.3. Mechanical
Another approach is to combine selective chemistry with the mechanical properties of
the detected biomolecules. For example in acoustic wave biosensors, where a mass-amplified
quartz crystal microbalance and a modified antibody solution of nanoparticles indirectly bind
to the quartz electrode surface, thus modifying a resonant frequency. The large mass of the
bound particles is used to affects the vibration frequency of the quartz crystal which is
measured [14]. Recent advances in the MEMS technologies also opened new ways to detect
biomolecules. There are prototypes of functionalized microfabricated arrays of cantilevers
[15, 16] whose surface stress is modified by the binding of detected biomolecules: the relative
deflection is simply measured by laser beam deviation. Although this last approach could
easily be industrially manufactured, its lack of accuracy and the relatively slow readings
restrict its possible applications for the moment. Less developed and more limited mechanical
approaches, such as nanowires, nanofibers and porous nanostructures are detailed elsewhere
[17].
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2.1.4. Novel approach
The group’s proposed optical device described in the first section now seems to present
the following advantages: It can both combine the cheap and efficient microfabrication
approach of the MEMS solution with the high sensivity and dynamic range of the optical
methods, including SPR. Note the device is not a micro-fabricated SPR device, but does takes
advantages of surface plasmons resonance with the photo induced luminescence of the
substrate (sometimes referred as substrate PL signal). The prototypes presented in this work
also present potential for large scale measurement parallelism, for high-throughput screening,
generally something very difficult to achieve with common SPR devices. Remark also that
every architectures presented are self-referential, another deficiency of macroscopical nonintegrated SPR devices. Finally, the gold layer that supports the surface plasmon interactions
rise the possibility to solidify bonds between the biodetector substrate and the
biofunctionalized surface, as expressed in section 2.3.2.
Nonetheless, all devices presented throughout this chapter depend on one, almost
identical, critical step: surface functionalisation. As a matter of fact, surface functionalisation
is a key issue in most biodetector design that aspire efficiency: it induce important signal
fluctuation from perturbations. The dimensionally confined sources, like NCs, core fiber,
micro-cantilever, etc., sees their signals strongly affected by localized perturbations, since the
nature of the system changes with only nanometers of materials ( figure 1.1 and figure 1.2).
Big change in signal with little perturbations means good effectiveness of the device. Another
important point is the level of selectivity attainable through the use of surface
functionalisation: the possibility of attaching antibodies to a signal emitting system implies a
molecular match between the surface adsorbate and the perturbation, thus achieving almost
perfect selectivity. Another gain in effectiveness is made.
There exist biodetectors that don’t rely on surface functionalisation. These mainly rely
on diverse spectroscopic methods (light, electronic or acoustic based spectroscopy). Through
the use of modern microfabrication techniques, one is able to miniaturise a given
spectroscopic method thus building an integrated “lab-on a chip” device. The detection is
made by comparing the spectroscopic reading of the analite with a databank to find a match.
Although these methods doesn’t present sensivity comparable to surface functionalisation
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based devices, they possesses the advantage of being built on known and relatively simple
techniques. Finally, the possibility of integration (i.e. microfabricating a device) based on
surface functionalisation techniques is comparable to other detection methods, on medium
term.
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2.2. Thiols and their uses
2.2.1. Note on surface science
Chemistry has played an important role in
the evolution of micro-science in the past decades
and starts to play a key role in the development of
nanoscience; in an era where the top-down
approach of material engineering is now meeting
the bottom-up view of chemistry. Surface science

Figure 2.1 When the achievable
is one of the most obvious results of the marriage structure size of material engineering
meets the chemistry possibilities.
between material science and chemistry. Atoms
and molecules at the surface of a material experience a different environment from those in
the bulk and thus have different free energies, photonic and electronic states, reactivity,
structures, etc. Chemistry and physics of surface science is thus strongly different from
conventional cases, leading to whole new effects that can be taken advantage of.
2.2.2. What are SAMs ?
Surfaces of metals and metal oxides tend to adsorb adventitious organic materials
readily because these adsorbates lower the free energy of the interface between the metal and
the ambient environment [18].

Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) recently provided a

convenient, flexible and simple system to tailor the interfacial properties of metals or
semiconductors. SAMs of organic assemblies are formed by the adsorption of molecular
constituents from solution or gas phase onto the surface. The most interesting fact about
SAMs is that they tend to organize spontaneously and sometimes epitaxially into crystalline
structures [19].
The high affinity of thiols for the surface of noble and coinage metals makes it possible
to generate well-defined organic surfaces with useful and highly alterable chemical
functionalities. Figure 2.2, taken from [19], presents a simplified diagram of thiols SAMs
structures, with the basic characteristics of its constituents.
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Figure 2.2 Overview of thiols SAMs basic properties.
The molecules that form SAMs have a specific affinity for a substrate and, in many cases, the
headgroup also has a high affinity for the surface. There are a number of headgroups that bind
to specific metals, metal oxides or semiconductors, but the most extensively studied class of
SAMs is derived from the adsorbtion of alkanethiols on noble metals like gold, silver,
palladium and platinum [19-26]. Note that the head group consisting of a sulfur ligand
effectively binds to metals and semiconductors. Different alkanethiols are used within the QS
group: HS(CH2)XNH2, “x” being for the different chain length.

Studies on the uses of

biotinylated alkanethiols are also carried out.
2.2.3. SAMs of thiols on semiconductors
Gold has been the most often investigated substrate in the studies of SAMs of thiols. It
has only been recently that formation of SAMs of thiols on semiconductors has received a
widespread attention. Compound III-V and II-VI semiconductors tend to easily oxidize and
their natural oxide is far from being as controllable or malleable as silicon dioxide, due to the
“diatomic” nature of the semiconductor. Thus, an intense research in the early years of
semiconductor technology has been undertaken to prevent/control that natural oxidation in air
or aqueous solution environments. The use of sulfur and sulfur based molecules for the
surface passivation of semiconductors has been well documented in the literature [27, 28].
Thus, it is not surprising that SAMs of thiols have also been investigated with the aim to
passivate surfaces of compound semiconductors.
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Generally, the SAMs technology appears advantageous over other surface passivation
techniques for the following reasons:
i)

The densely packed semi-crystalline organization of SAMs allows an increased
surface coverage.

ii)

The terminal function group can be used to attach or displace adsorbed
adventitious organic material from the surface.

iii)

The small dimensions of the SAMs elemental matrix (substrate dependant) make
the thiols a good candidate for high resolution resist.

For these multidisciplinary and promising applications, multiple efforts have been undertaken
to target the understanding of different properties of SAMS of thiols and their role in forming
stable interfaces [29-33].

2.3. Solidifying bonds
2.3.1. Why gold ?
Although SAMs of thiols can be deposited on semiconductors, like Gallium Arsenide
(GaAs), gold is, by far, regarded as the standard substrate mainly because it promotes the
formation of high quality SAMs of thiols. Essentially, there are numerous characteristics of
gold that makes it a good choice as a substrate for SAMs. Firstly, gold is easy to obtain as a
thin film or as a colloïdal suspension of nanoparticles.

Vapor deposition, sputtering or

electrodeposition are simple, controlled and straightforward techniques to prepare gold films.
Secondly, gold is easy to pattern by lithographic tools. Also, gold is a reasonably inert metal:
it does not oxidize at temperatures below its melting point; it does not react with atmospheric
oxygen and is stable under most chemical treatments. As it will be shown later on, gold binds
thiols with a high affinity and does not undergo any unusual reactions with them.
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Because thiols have a high affinity for gold, they also displace adventitious materials
from the surface readily. Furthermore, thin gold films are common substrates used for a
number of existing spectroscopies and analytical techniques, including SPR spectroscopy and
ellipsometry. Finally, gold properties are well known and gold is compatible with biological
cells. That is, cells can adhere and function on gold surfaces without evidence of toxicity.
Albeit other materials offer similar properties, SAMs of thiols formed on gold is traditionally
the most studied system. Silver comes best second next to gold, but it oxidizes in air and is
toxic to cells functions [34]. An interesting alternative to gold, but less studied metal, is
palladium. Typically, thin films of palladium would consist of smaller size grains than gold,
they offer catalytic properties and are biocompatible as well as VLSI compatible.
2.3.2. Binding energies
Since one aspect of the master’s project is to solidify bonds between the SAMs of
thiols and the substrate, binding energies have to be presented in order to quantify the
expected effective differences. Before settling on any specific numbers, it is important to
understand which “energy” must be looked at. Binding energy is the energy required to
disassemble a whole into separate parts. In chemistry, bond energy is a measure of bond
strength in a chemical bond. For example the carbon - hydrogen bond energy in methane CH4 is the enthalpy change involved with breaking up one molecule of methane in a carbon
atom and 4 hydrogen radicals divided by 4. When 4.51 eV is required to break (the first
unbroken) a single C-H bond of methane, breaking all four C-H bonds for a molecule requires
17.23 eV (the energy to break the second bond with the first already broken would be smaller,
the third would be even smaller). Thus the average bond energy is (17.23/4) = 4.31 (not 4.51)
eV.
Knowing this, elemental sulfur binding energy to gold (Au-S), which has been
measured using thermal desorption and XPS techniques, is 3.47 eV [35, 36]. When elemental
sulfur is used to passivate GaAs, the heat of formation of Ga2S3 and As2S3, is 5.21 eV and
1.74 eV, respectively [28, 37]. Now, when it comes to describes the binding processes of
thiols on gold and GaAs, things gets more complicated!
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The formation of a thiolate requires the cleavage of the S-H bond of the thiol. The
thiol’s sulfur-hydrogen head breaks and when the sulfur binds to the gold substrate (Au-S-T),
the binding energy is lower than with elemental sulfur. This is due to the fact that in thiolate,
part of sulfur orbitals are already saturated by the bonding to the carbon chain, thus the energy
gain due to saturation of the unsaturated thiol-GaAs bond by connection to surface is smaller.
Evaluating this bonding energy is not an easy task and estimated values can range from 1.60
eV up to 2.30 eV [38-40].

Although there are fluctuations across authors, the average

theoretical value, of 1.81 eV from [38-40], agrees well with the average experimental value of
1.73 eV from [26, 39].
The desorption phenomena on GaAs are more complex, because additional atoms
come into play: Ga, As, S and H all play important role in the surface reactions. Within the
proposed project, GaAs(001) wafers are used. The surface of such wafers is treated with HCl
to etch GaAs native oxide. It is known that GaAs(001) surface tends to become arsenic rich
after the native-oxide etching [41]. Figure 2.3, recently calculated by Voznyy and Dubowski
[42], explains well the phenomena happening at the As rich GaAs (001) surface.

Figure 2.3 Energetics at low coverage for alkanethiol on As rich GaAs(001) surface [42].
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Starting at zero energy is the initial state, with a free thiol and unmodified surface. To
break the S-H bond in free space would take ~3.7eV, but such energy transfer is not necessary
at the interface proximity. Adsorption on the surface using little heat rapidly places the
system into an advantageous situation where the alkanethiol and the hydrogen are both
attached to the GaAs surface (-1.1 eV). Now, the answer to the question “What is the binding
energy of the thiolate on the surface ?” is simply found by subtracting the energy states the
“Thiolate/surface + H/surface”(-1.1 eV) from the “Thiolate + H/surface” (1.0 eV), which
equals 2.1 eV [43]. Interestingly, the experimental values of thiol desorption from Ga rich
GaAs have been estimated to be 0.88 ± 0.07 eV (average of the values found by [31, 44, 45]),
a much lower energy than 2.1 eV. Furthermore, thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS)
shows the presence of molecular hydrogen, alkane and thiol [45] . It is now believed that the
hydrogen recombinates with thiolates or with it’s part which causes the desorption of intact
thiol or alkane [44, 45]. Through thermal activation, the hydrogen atom can recombine with
another local hydrogen and desorbs as an H2
molecule. As such, although the S-C bond is
normally stronger (3.05eV) than the S-surface

Apical
bond (2.1 eV), the picture completely changes Hydrogen
when a local hydrogen comes into play and SC breakage becomes possible at energies of
about 1.2 eV. Thermal desorption of thiols
through recombination with surface hydrogen
atoms results in a much lower binding energy
than the “direct” desorption of a thiolate. (1.1 Figure 2.4 Schematics of the alkanethiol
coverage on As rich GaAs(001) surface,
vs. 2.1 eV). The reductive elimination of H2
inspired from [42].
from the
gold surface is a weakly activated process [19], that is why the interactions with the surface
hydrogen on gold are significantly reduced and only the “direct” desorption is measured.
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Table 2.1 summarizes the available information about all those binding energies.
Table 2.1: Sulfur binding energies
Binding energy
Theoretical

Gold-sulfur
3.47 eV
[35, 36]

Gold-thiol
1.81 eV
[38-40]

GaAs-sulfur
1.74 eV
[28, 37]

GaAs-thiol
1.10 eV
[42]

Binding energy
Experimental

3.47 eV
[35, 36]

1.73 eV
[26, 39]

1.74 eV
[28, 37]

0.88 eV
[31, 44, 45]

2.3.3. Metal on semiconductor interface
As previously mentioned, there are many ways to deposit gold films on substrates. In
the current project, electron beam deposition will be used as it is the most simple, rapid and
precise technique in the available facilities. It is reasonable to expect that the gold films
deposited on semiconductors could have different properties than pure bulk gold. On GaAs,
new compounds like Au3Ga or Au7Ga2 are formed during evaporation and free Ga and As
atoms appear on the gold surface layer. Surface sates of the metal-semiconductor interface
were investigated using surface acoustic waves and Auger spectroscopy [46, 47].

The

formation of an intermixed transition region, of approximately 1 nm thick, has been reported.
Engineering of this intermixed region allows removal of Fermi level pinning or control of the
barrier heights at the metal-semiconductor interface [48].
The choice of the metal thickness layer will depend on many parameters. One has to
take into account the formation of the intermixed region, the value of the absorption
coefficient of the metal at the excitation/emission wavelengths of the semiconductor and the
separation length between the organic section and the NCs (distance between (1) and (3) in
Figure 1.1 ). This is evaluated using the skin depth, i.e. the distance in the material where
light intensity is reduced to e-1 , i.e., to ~37 %:
δ=

λ
4 ⋅ π ⋅ n 2 (λ )

(2.1)

where n2(λ) is the imaginary part of the refractive index of the material.
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Typical skin depths are presented in Table 2.2 [49-51]. The AlGaAs rows represent the values
for a GaAs-Al0.5Ga0.5As double quantum well (DQW) structure that will be discussed in the
next chapters.
Table 2.2: Skin depths of materials for different wavelengths
Skin depth (nm)
Source
Blue PL laser
Green PL laser
Red PL laser
AlGaAs QW1 at 300oK
AlGaAs QW2 at 300oK
GaAs Bulk at 300oK

Wavelength
(nm)
473
533
633
787
822
868

Gold

DQW GaAs1

Bulk GaAs

22
17
16
13
12
12

130
234
31936
∞
∞
∞

70
130
257
702
822
2563

As shown in Table 2.2, if a 17 nm gold film is deposited, only ~37 % of the green excitation
intensity will reach the target underneath the metal (without taking into account reflections at
the boundaries). In order to achieve decent excitation intensity, gold thickness should be kept
below that skin depth value. Note that the utilised DQW structure is presented in figure 3.1
where the last QW is 40nm deep under the surface. All measurements are done at room
temperature.
Among the studied deposition techniques are e-beam sputtering, cold gold deposition
and plasma sputtering. Plasma sputtering offers less control in the deposited metal thickness
and quality than the other two, but is a rapid way to deposit gold and alloys such as goldpalladium.

E-beam deposition allows a good control of the metal thickness exempt of

impurities, but is relatively slow, since the apparatus require a long pumping time (1h to get to
10-6 torr).

Cold gold deposition is a process derived from e-beam and was originally

developed to build gold contacts atop organic molecules. It basically consists in indirect ebeam evaporation, where the direct path between the source and target is blocked.

1

Effective index method used
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Evaporated atoms (particles) diffuse through an inert gas,
such as argon, to delicately deposit on the sample surface.
The evaporated gold particle’s kinetic energy is therefore
minimised and impact on surface weak enough to be
supported by organic chains [52]. Although the evaporation is
made through a 10-4 torr of argon, the process is still tedious
since the evaporation bell has to be purged and degasified to
10-6 torr before the argon is introduced.

Figure 2.5 Cold gold
deposition technique

2.4. Surface plasmons optics
2.4.1. Optical properties
The optical properties of the materials used in the experiments are presented in
Appendix I.

This appendix contains information on the refractive indexes of GaAs,

Al0.5Ga0.5As, different gold types, PMMA-950, Si3N4 and SiO2 taken from [49-51, 53]. Since
the refractive indexes of SiO2 and Si2N3 are susceptible to their fabrication processes, the
values found in [49-51, 53] where adapted to match those of the PECVD recipes from the
CRN2’s clean rooms, from ellipsometry measurements: Δn = 0.014 for SiO2 and Δn = 0.157
for Si3N4 at λ = 633 nm.
Note that the optical properties of the metal layer are very dependant on the deposition
process. It has been observed using SEM that the very thin layer of gold (< 15nm) deposited
on GaAs or the adaptive dielectric layer are continuous but consists of very small and
misoriented crystallites of size ranging around 6 ±4 nm (Discussed in Section 4). Theye [51]
demonstrated that for this kind of nonannealed film, the absorption in the intraband-transition
region is found to decrease. Moreover, supplementary absorption appears between 1 and 2 eV
i.e. below the absorption edge. For this reason the optical properties of this kind of film,
referred as a nonannealed film, will be utilised instead of the typical “well crystallized film”
model for bulk gold.
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2.4.2. PL signal attenuation by Surface Plasmons
Theory of surface plasmons can predicts loss of the PL signal when a metal is
deposited on a photo-emitting semiconductor substrate. For this to occur the surface plasma
energy of the metal layer has to be in resonance with the energy of excitons in the
semiconductor (more details are given is Section 3).

Experimental observations of this

phenomenon were first brought from the light emitting diode (LED) field of research [54-58].
Electron charges on a metal boundary can perform coherent fluctuations known as
surface plasma oscillations [59]. Their existence was been firstly demonstrated in electron
energy-loss spectroscopy experiments by Powell and Swan [60]. Like any electromagnetic
wave, the frequency ω of these longitudinal oscillations is tied to its wave vector kx by a
dispersion relation ω(kx). These charge fluctuations can be extremely localized in the z
direction and are composed of a mixed transversal and longitudinal electromagnetic field
which disappears at |z| → ∞. Figure 2.6, shows the field distribution of a surface plasmon (SP)
at an interface [61]: its maximum in the surface z = 0 explains the SP sensitivity to surface
properties.

Figure 2.6 Charges and electromagnetic field of SPs propagating on a surface in the x
direction. Note the p-polarized Hy magnetic field.
If a thin metal layer is applied on a photo-emitting semiconductor substrate, a
considerable amount of the excitation light (external source of light) can still pass through the
film to reach the light emitting substrate (internal source of light), depending on the nature of
the metal, its thickness and the frequency used.
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The SPs skin depth is defined as the depth at which the intensity of the SPs normal electric
field (Ez) falls to e-1 ≈ 37%. An electron-hole pairs excited within the SPs skin depth can
couple to electron vibrations at the metal/semiconductor interface and electron-hole
recombination may produce SPs instead of liberating photons.

This is possible if the

generated electron-hole2 pair energy is within the possible SPs interface energies. These
energies are obtained by solving the transcendental equation [54-57, 59-64] derived from
Maxwell’s equations at the metal-semiconductor interface. Obviously, this coupling between
electron-hole pairs and SPs will only take effect at the surface vicinity, within the SPs skin
depth. Consequently, the bulk PL signal attenuation is expected only if these conditions, of
energy match and physical proximity, are satisfied.
Many groups have observed a loss of PL signal from LEDs following their coating
with a thin silver layer. It was only recently that this PL signal loss was attributed to SPs [54,
56, 57, 62, 64]. In contrast, the energy of the Gallium Nitride (GaN) emitted photons, which
are above the GaN-Silver interface SPs energy, i.e., not meeting the condition, does not couple
efficiently to SP modes and remains unaltered [57, 64]. It’s not the case for the IndiumGallium Nitride (InGaN) quantum well (QW) microstructure, whose excitation coincidentally
corresponds to the GaN-Silver interface SP resonance energy. For a uniformly deposited
silver film on GaN, the PL signal from the QW is entirely quenched. A similar analysis can
be used for the case of PL from GaAs coated with Au [55, 63] since the GaAs bulk emission
energy is within the tail energy of the GaAs-Au SPs. All experiments reported in [54-57, 6264] confirm that an e-beam evaporated smooth surface of metal on a semiconductor will
absorb the PL signal through SPs whenever resonance conditions are satisfied.

2

To be rigorous, we should mention that it is the electromagnetic field of the exciton that couples to SPs, and not
the electrons-holes themselves. The increased recombination rate of these pairs emerges from the higher density
of the polariton modes compared to those of emitted photons.
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2.4.3. PL signal enhancement by Surface Plasmons
It is also possible that PL signal coming from a QW structure, or embedded NCs could
be enhanced through the use of SPs. This can be done using two approaches. The first one is
to couple the incident light directly to the SPs and try to transfer effectively the absorbed
energy to the e-h pairs in the quantum structure. This is possible due to the localised nature of
the surface excitation [55, 58, 63]. The efficient transfer of energy from the incoming light
into the QW is made through the use of a grating or a high surface roughness. The second
approach targets the extracting the naturally generated SPs out of the surface [54, 56, 57, 64] .
By purposefully coupling the generation of QW electron-hole pairs with SPs, it becomes
possible to increases the spontaneous recombination rate of the QW.
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In fact, due to the strong electromagnetic field induced by the high density of SP states, the
dipole-dipole coupling between SPs and electron-hole pairs are a few orders of magnitude (ns)
faster than radiative desexcitation (μs).

Several groups [56, 57, 64] have recently

demonstrated this effect using time-resolved photoluminescence in GaN structures.

3. THEORETICAL CONTEXT
3.1. Photoluminescence
3.1.1. A general principle
Photoluminescence (PL) is a powerful technique used to characterize semiconductors
and insulators. It is a non destructive characterization tool, since it requires no physical
contacts with the sample. The general principle is simple: electrons are photo-excited at high
energy in the conduction band of the sample and emit photons through electron-holes
recombination. The resulting luminescence is collected to get information about the electronic
and optical properties of the sample. In the linear regime of single photon absorption, the
energy from luminescence is lower than the source’s. Moreover, PL light intensity from
solids is generally quite weak, thus an intense source of excitation, like a laser, is combined
with amplification devices and sensitive detectors (more about the setup can be found in
Section 5). PL can be used for many different applications, but in the present experiment, it
serves as an energy source for the substrate which interacts with the SPs device. Other
methods of excitation could have been used, like electroluminescence or cathodoluminesence.
Nonetheless, the non-destructive approach of PL combined with the available powerful photodetection tools present this technique as an excellent choice.
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3.1.2. Quantum well and interband transitions
In the PL process, electrons are excited by incident radiation (laser). However, light’s
momentum (h/λ) is much smaller than the electron’s in a crystal (~h/a, a being the lattice
constant).

For the absorption process to take place, energy and momentum have to be

conserved. Therefore, for a photon of energy hν, the absorption coefficient α(hν) will be
proportional to the transition probability of electron states to go from the initial to the final
state. The absorption coefficient α(hν) is given by [65]:

α ( hυ ) = A* ( hυ − E g )1 / 2
where, A* ≈

q 2 ( 2m r ) 3 / 2
n ⋅ c ⋅ h 2 me*

(3.1)

, Eg the energy gap, and n the refractive index of the material

mr the reduced mass and me* the effective mass of the electron in the material.
From (3.1) it is possible to predict that PL intensity is proportional to the energy of the
excitation source but inversely proportional to the refractive index of the photoluminescent
substrate.
Throughout the different experiments done, two types of
samples where used. The first one is was bulk material of
crystalline GaAs (100) and the second one was an
Al0.5Ga0.5As – GaAs double quantum well microstructure
(QW). Schematic of the different layers of this structure is
presented in Figure 3.1. The first QW (QW1) bandgap has
been calculated to be 1.57 eV and the second one (QW2),
1.51 eV at 300K.

The details of the calculations are

presented in Appendix II. Excited electrons go from the
valence band to the conduction band of the barrier layers
and are trapped in energy levels situated in the quantum
well.

Figure 3.1
Geometrical
configuration
of
the
Al0.5Ga0.5As – GaAs QW
structure.
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At high temperature, like the 300K at which the experiments are done, interband transitions
are mostly dominant. When a photon of energy higher than the bandgap is absorbed, it can
relax down to the first level through phonon emission and then recombine with a hole in the
valence band, thus emitting a photon. This is illustrated in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2 Schematics of electronic transitions in a QW.

A more complete approach is given in Appendix II as well as in [65] or any solid state
undergraduate handbook. Finally, note that the band structure of Al0.5Ga0.5As or GaAs is far
more complex and richer than what is shown in Figure 3.2. The valence band, for example,
consists of sub-bands describing light holes, heavy holes or spin-orbits [66]. The measured
PL intensity of the utilised heterostructure substrate, for different excitation sources, is
presented in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3 PL spectra of the DQW structure measured using different excitation sources.
3.2. Thin film transmission
3.2.1. Scattering
In some of the setups presented in Section 4, multilayers of thin dielectric films are
deposited on the substrate to form a vertical cavity structure. The analysis of these axial
photon confinement cavities is the foundation of nowadays solid-state optics, where axial
structures are mostly used to manipulate light waves. A basic mathematical treatment is
utilized in Section 4 to model the normal output of the photoluminescent structure.
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When working with complex 1D cavities, i.e. different dielectric configuration as in
SPs optics, it is convenient to work with normalized amplitudes. Let aj be the magnitude
equal to the square root of the power flow and phase equal to the electric field. Therefore, if
we define the electric field as (3.2):

ξ ( x, y , z, t ) = ê ⋅ E 0 ⋅ U ( x, y ) ⋅ e

i ⋅ (ωt − β ⋅ z )

(3.2)

Then,
aj ≡

E0
2n j

⋅e

i⋅ β ⋅z

(3.3)

ϖ
With E0, the electric field amplitude, β the modal wavevector in the medium and nj the mode
impedance (377Ω / n j ). Where 377Ω is the free space impedance and n j the effective index
of the medium. We see that, since U(x,y) is a normalized spatial distribution, a j ⋅ a *j = P j+ ,
the power flowing in the z direction of the mode. This being said, it now becomes easy to
characterize the incident waves by a normalized amplitude aj, and the reflected waves by
another normalized amplitude bj. At a given “port”, the net power flow is:
Pj = a j a *j − b j b *j

(3.4)

This definition is very general and can apply even if the impedance is different at each port
(like in the metal-dielectric situation).
The outputs, bi, can be related to the inputs, aj, by a
scattering coefficient, Sij. By expressing the outputs as a
weighted combination of the inputs, it is possible to define
Sij as:
bi = ∑ S ij a j

(3.5)

j

Where, Sij can be isolated when

b
S ij = i
aj

Figure 3.4 Generic scattering
junction
showing
the
inputs/outputs aj, bj
(3.6)

a k = 0, k ≠ j
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That is, all inputs except aj are set to zero, which is equivalent to terminate all ports in their
characteristic impedance to nullify reflections back into the network. In order to be useful, aj
and bj are put into column vectors and Sij into a matrix. For example, a two-port system, like
a semi-transparent 1D thin metal layer, would be presented as (3.7):
⎡ b1 ⎤ ⎡ S11
⎢b ⎥ = ⎢ S
⎣ 2 ⎦ ⎣ 21

S12 ⎤ ⎡ a1 ⎤
⋅
S 22 ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣a 2 ⎥⎦

(3.7)

The physical meanings of the scattering coefficients Sij are particularly useful; they all
represent the ratios of normalized output amplitudes to normalized input amplitudes. For
example, the diagonal elements are the complex amplitude reflection coefficients: that is r1
and r2, the commonly known Fresnel’s reflectivity coefficients. The offdiagonals represent
the phase outputs at one port due to an input at the other. In all cases, |Sij|2 are the fraction of
power transmitted to port i due to entry at port j. Note that, for a lossless two-port situation,
|Sii|2 + |Sji|2 = 1, which will not be the case when the thin gold film is present.
3.2.2. Transmission
The real usefulness of this mathematical treatment is found when the scattering matrix
is transformed into a transmission matrix, which expresses the inputs/outputs at a given port
relative to the other.
⎡ A1 ⎤ ⎡T11 T12 ⎤ ⎡ A2 ⎤
⎥⋅⎢ ⎥
⎢ B ⎥ = ⎢T
⎣ 1 ⎦ ⎣ 21 T22 ⎦ ⎣ B2 ⎦

(3.8)

In (3.8), the forward going waves are denoted Ai and the backward going waves as Bi. That
is, the correspondences between the T-matrix and S-matrix amplitudes are: A1 = a1, B1 = b1,
A2 = b2, B2 = a2.
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This change of notation is useful in a two-port system like all the setups used in the presented
experiments, since for any number of dielectric layers, transmission matrices can be
multiplied in cascade to obtain the final transmission matrix of the
whole system. For example, Figure 3.5 presents two
stacked systems.

With A2 = A1’, B2 = B1’, it

becomes easy to relate the fields at the left side, to
Figure 3.5 Two network cascade
together can be expressed as (3.9).
⎡ A1 ⎤ ⎡T11 T12 ⎤ ⎡ A2 '⎤ ⎡T11 ' T12 ' ⎤ ⎡T11 ' ' T12 ' ' ⎤ ⎡ A2 '⎤
(3.9)
⎥⋅⎢ ⎥
⎥⋅⎢
⎥⋅⎢ ⎥ = ⎢
⎢ B ⎥ = ⎢T
⎣ 1 ⎦ ⎣ 21 T22 ⎦ ⎣ B2 '⎦ ⎣T21 ' T22 '⎦ ⎣T21 ' ' T22 ' '⎦ ⎣ B2 '⎦

those on the right side:

Arranging terms in (3.7) and (3.8), given that A1 = a1, B1 = b1, A2 = b2, B2 = a2, it can
easily be found that:

T11 =
S
T21 = 11 ,
S 21

1
,
S 21

T12 =

− S 22
S 21

S S − S11 S 22
T22 = 12 21
S 21

(3.10)

Thus, any series of layers can be represented by a single T-matrix, arising from the stack
multiplication of all the T-matrices of individual layers. At the end, the Frenel’s parameters
of the whole system will be:
B
T
r12 = 1
= 12 = S11 ,
A1 B = 0 T11
2
r21 =

A2
T
= − 12 = S 22 ,
B2 A = 0
T11
1

A
1
t12 = 2
=
= S 21
A1 B = 0 T11
2
t 21 =

T
B1
=
= S12
B2 A = 0 T11
1

(3.11)
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3.2.3. Dielectric interfaces
When it comes to apply the previously shown concepts in the actual setup, two
common elements of dielectric interfaces have to be examined more closely. The first one is a
simple interface between two media of refractive index n1 and n2,
which can be complex. Such an interface is easily represented as in
Figure 3.6. The corresponding T-matrix of the interface is found to
be:
1 ⎡ 1
T = ⋅⎢
t ⎣ − r1

− r1 ⎤
1 ⎥⎦

(3.12)

Figure 3.6 Interface
between two media.
The second most important element is the transmission line: i.e. a network of length

Where the Tij elements are defined according to (3.11)

“L” in which there are no discontinuities. This simply consists of two reference planes, so
there
is no scattering in this junction, but a phase shift is induced, as
illustrated in Figure 3.7. Therefore, diagonal elements in the
S-matrix are null and the off diagonal elements induce a phase

shift of exp(-iβL). The corresponding T-matrix is then:

⎡e (iβL )
T=⎢
⎢⎣ 0

Figure 3.7 Transmission
line of length “L”

⎤
⎥
e − (iβL ) ⎥⎦
0

(3.13)

where L is the length of the transmission line and β the modal wavevector. When β is
complex, it induces an exponential amplitude drop, as it is expected in metals, for example.
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Finally, for a stack of five
different layers as in Figure 3.8, where
light emerges from n1 and/or n5, seven
T-matrices are multiplied to get the
total response of the system in the z
direction.

In Figure 3.8, odd T-

matrices represent interfaces, like
(3.12)

and

even

T-matrices

are

transmissions, as in (3.13). A more
complete development for scattering
matrices and more powerful modal Figure 3.8 A “complex” system can easily be
represented as a multiplication of simple T-matrices
analysis can be found in [67-69]
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3.3. Surface plasmons properties
3.3.1. Dispersion relation
This section covers a more complete description of the so called surface plasmons,
necessary to the understanding of the observed phenomena in the experimental sections. The
correct appellation should be surface plasmon polaritons, given that they present both electromagnetic waves and coherent surface charges fluctuations characters. They are transverse
magnetic (TM) modes, since surface charges generation requires an electric field normal to
the surface.

Figure 3.9 SPs schematic at an interface cross section (in z) between a metal and two
dielectrics. Notice the evanescent normal electric field |Ez| and the coherent surface
charges fluctuation.

As explained previously, their existence was firstly demonstrated in electron energy-loss
spectroscopy experiments by Powell and Swan [60]. Like any electromagnetic wave, the
frequency ω of these longitudinal oscillations is tied to its wave vector kx by a dispersion
relation ω(kx).
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These charge fluctuations can be extremely localized in the z direction and are composed of a
mixed transversal and longitudinal electromagnetic fields which disappears at |z| → ∞. Figure
3.9, shows the evanescent normal electric field |Ez|, binding the SPs power to the surface,
which explains the SP sensitivity to surface properties.
The field is described by (3.14) with ± for z directions and a complex kz vector,
causing the exponential decay of the Ez field. The kx field lies parallel to the x direction.
Maxwell’s equation yield the retarded dispersion relation for the plane surface of a semiinfinite metal with the dielectric function ε1 = ε1` + iε1``, adjacent to a medium ε2 as air or
vacuum:

ϖ ϖ
E = E o ± exp[ i ( k x x ± k z z − ω t )
Do =

k z1

ε1

+

kz2

=0

ε2

(3.14)
(3.15)

⎛ω ⎞
2
= ε i ⎜ ⎟ − k x , i = 1,2.
c
⎝ ⎠
2

k zi

2

(3.16)

Note that kx wave vector is continuous through the interface and the kz is complex. The
dispersion relation is then given by solving equations. (3.15) and (3.16).

ω ⎛ ε ⋅ε ⎞
k x = ⋅ ⎜⎜ 1 2 ⎟⎟
c ⎝ ε1 + ε 2 ⎠

1/ 2

(3.17)

We can also decompose this wave vector into a complex one: kx = kx` + ikx``. Assuming real

ω and ε2, we obtain:

ω ⎛ ε ' ⋅ε ⎞
k x ' = ⋅ ⎜⎜ 1 2 ⎟⎟
c ⎝ ε1 ' + ε 2 ⎠
kx '' =

ω ⎛ ε1 ' ⋅ ε 2
⋅⎜
c ⎜⎝ ε 1 ' + ε 2

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

3/ 2

⋅

1/ 2

(3.17a)
ε1 ' '

2(ε 1 ' )2

(3.17b)
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For real kx`, ε1` < 0 and |ε1`| > ε2 which is typically fulfilled in metals and doped
semiconductor near the eigen frequency, kx`` presents the internal absorption.

In the

following, kx will be used for kx`. Figure 3.10 [61], presents the dispersion relation of (3.17),
which approaches the light line at small kx, but remains larger, so that the SPs cannot
transform into light: they are nonradiative SP. At large kx, or when ε1` → - ε2, the SP
frequency
is

asymptotical

to

ωSP −max

⎛ ω ⎞
= ⎜⎜ P ⎟⎟
⎝1 + ε2 ⎠

1/ 2

,

where ωP is the plasma frequency of the
metal ω P = 4π n e 2 / m , n being the bulk
electron density and m the free electron mass.
This is found using the Drude model

⎛ ωP ⎞
⎟
⎝ ω ⎠

ε1 = 1 − ⎜

2

into (3.17) for very large

Figure 3.10
Dispersion relation of
nonradiative SPs, right of the light line (ω =
wavevectors (kx.c >> ω). Note that with ckx).
The dashed line represents
a
dielectric-metal
interface
when
the
solid
line
increasing ε2, the value of the SP frequency
is for air-metal interface.
is reduced. Also, for large kx, the group and

phase velocity go to zero so that the SPs
resembles a localized fluctuation of the
electron plasma.
3.3.2. Spatial extension of the SP field
Because kz1 and kz2 wave vectors are imaginary due to the relation kx > ω/c and ε1`
being negative, the field amplitude of the SPs decreases exponentially, as exp(-|kzi||z|), normal
to surface. The value of the skin depth at which the field falls to e-1 is expressed by:

zˆ = k zi

−1

(3.18)

Where kzi is defined by (3.16). Therefore, for the two media we have:
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c ⎛ ε ' +ε ⎞
zˆ2 = ⋅ ⎜⎜ 1 2 2 ⎟⎟
ω ⎝ ε2 ⎠
c ⎛ ε ' +ε ⎞
zˆ1 = ⋅ ⎜⎜ 1 2 2 ⎟⎟
ω ⎝ ε1 ' ⎠

1/ 2

(3.18a)

1/ 2

(3.18b)

The intensity of SPs propagating along a smooth surface decreases as exp(-2kx``x), with kx``
from (3.17b). The propagation length, Li, after which the intensity decreases to e-1 is given
by:
Li = (2k x ' ' )

−1

(3.19)

3.3.3. SP coupling on thin films
Nonetheless, equation (3.17) only describes the case of a semi-infinite metal layer that
fills the z > 0 space, which is only a good approximation for thick films. In the thin film case,
where the film thickness, d, is of the order of the skin depth of the SPs, Maxwell’s equations
have to be solved for both interfaces, since the SPs of one interface interacts with the SPs at
the other interface. Such condition is the case for the experiment described in this document,
where the metal layer has to be less than 17 nm thick (see Table 2.2).
They are two approaches to evaluate the SPs equation for coupled interfaces: a) using
Maxwell’s equations, as in Section 3.3.1, together with the boundary conditions at the two
interfaces or b) to calculate the reflectivity of an incoming light beam at the asymmetric layer
system (like Figure 3.9) and to look at the resonance of the system. The second approach is
more trivial to present:
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Let’s assume ε2 is the dielectric constant of a metal, of thickness “d”, sandwiched
between two materials of dielectric constants ε1 and ε3, as in Figure 3.11. The light beam will
be partially reflected and transmitted at the interface between ε1 and ε2 as well as being back
reflected at the interface between ε2 and ε3. Calculating the amplitudes, rijp, of the fields using
Fresnel’s equations for p-polarized light (remembering SPs have to be p-polarized, Section
3.3.1):

⎛k
k zj ⎞ ⎛ k zi k zj ⎞
⎟
⎟÷⎜
rijp = ⎜ zi −
+
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜ εi
ε
ε
ε
j ⎠ ⎝ i
j ⎠
⎝
And tijp = 1 + rijp

(3.20)

(3.21)

With kz’s described by (3.16)
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Then, the total amplitude of the reflected, r012, wave is given by:

r012 =

E rp
E 0p

=

r01 + r12 ⋅ e 2iα

(3.22)

1 + r01 ⋅ r12 ⋅ e 2iα

With α = kz1d and 2iα < 0, because ε2 < 0

The resonance of function (3.22) presents the dispersion relation of the layered system.
p
1 + r01
⋅ r12p ⋅ e 2iα = 0

(3.23)

Or, using (3.20),
⎛ k z1 k z 0 ⎞ ⎛ k z 2 k z1 ⎞ ⎛ k z1 k z 0 ⎞ ⎛ k z 2 k z1 ⎞ 2iα
⎟⋅⎜
⎜⎜
⎟⋅⎜
⎟+⎜
⎟⋅e
+
+
−
−
=0
ε 0 ⎟⎠ ⎜⎝ ε 2
ε 1 ⎟⎠ ⎜⎝ ε 1 ε 0 ⎟⎠ ⎜⎝ ε 2 ε 1 ⎟⎠
⎝ ε1

(3.24)

Figure 3.11 Thin film cross section model for SPs.

Transcendental equation (3.24) has to be solved numerically for each kz at every ω. The
strong dependence of dielectric functions, ε1, ε2 and ε3, on ω will play an important role in the
calculated values of kSP ( η ω).
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3.3.4. Excitation of SP by light
The application of photons to excite SPs is difficult as the SP dispersion relation lies
on the right of the light line (kx >ω/c). At given photon energy ηω the wave vector ηω / c
has to be increased by a Δkx value in order to transform the photons into SPs, as expressed
through Figure 3.12 [61]. This can be achieved by using:

1. Grating coupler: If light hits a grating of periodicity P at an angle θ, its component in the
surface can have wave vectors kph-x =(ω/c)sin(θ) ±mg, where m is an integer and g, the
grating fundamental wave vector g = 2π/P. The dispersion relation (3.17) can then be
fulfilled for:

k x = k ph − x + Δk x = k SP

(3.25)

where Δkx stems from any perturbation
in the smooth surface. Δkx = 0 gives no
solution for (3.25), since kSP > kph-x.
An important point here is that the
reverse can take place too: SPs
propagating along a grating or a rough
surface can reduce their wave vector kx
by Δkx so that the SP is transformed

The grating coupler. SP:
into light. This phenomenon will be Figure 3.12
dispersion relation of SPs, l: light line at
described in more details in the next
blazing angle. The incoming light wave
vector kx`, point (1) is transformed into a SP,
section.
point (2), by taking up Δkx. The interaction
(1) → (3), via roughness leads to light
scattered inside the light cone.
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2. Surface roughness: Interactions between surface roughness and SPs are also important.
The roughness can induce a change in the momentum of the incoming light to couple it in
the interface vicinity.

In Figure 3.12, the roughness adds another light diffraction

parameter, within the light cone, notably a possible transition of (1) towards (3) and vice
versa. In reality, the dependence of spectral density function of s(Δk) on roughness is
given by:

σ 2 ⋅δ 2 −
⋅e
| s( Δk ) |2 =
4π

σ 2Δk 2
4

(3.26)

Where δ is the roughness parameter given by the root mean square height of the interface
and σ the correlation length of the surface roughness. The correlation length can be found
by making the cross-correlation integral of S(x) with itself, at lag ξ.

σ =
2

+∞

∫ S ( x) ⋅ S

*

( x − ξ ) ⋅∂x

(3.27)

−∞

s(Δk) is found by taking the Fourier transform of S(x), the spatial roughness distribution.
(3.26) is derived using a Gaussian roughness model. As an example, if the roughness was
a grating described by S(x) =h.sin(2πx/P), s(Δk) would be a delta function peaks at angles
corresponding to the periodicity P of S(x). However, if the metal film thickness and
roughness are unable to extract SPs through the spectral density function, the surface
excitations will dissipate into heat after a certain propagation length (3.19).

3. Absorption Transmission Reflectance (ATR) Coupler: If light is reflected at a metal
surface covered with a dielectric medium (ε > 1), its projected momentum on the plane of
incidence is reduced by the refractive index change. This kind of setup is mostly used in
SP resonance devices, but isn’t necessary to the comprehension of the currently studied
phenomena and thus it won’t be discussed here. For more information, see [61].
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3.3.5. Photoluminescence signal attenuation by SPs
If a thin metal layer is deposited on a bulk semiconductor, a considerable amount of
excitation light can still pass through the film, depending of the nature of the metal, its
thickness and the frequency used. Some electron-hole pairs will be excited close to the metalsemiconductor interface. Recombination of those pairs can be enhanced due to the coupling
of the emitted electromagnetic field with electron vibrations (SPs) at the metal/semiconductor
interface.

Electron-hole recombination produces surface plasmons-polariton instead of

photons. This is possible if the interband transition energy lies within the possible SPs
interface energies:

Ee − h = ηωSP ( k )

(3.28)

Obviously, the coupling between electron-hole pairs and SPs will only take place at the
surface vicinity, within the SPs skin depth described by (3.18). In [54, 56, 57, 62, 64], the
GaN bulk emission is above the GaN-Silver interface SP energy and is therefore uncoupled to
SP modes and unaltered. This is not the case in [55, 63] where the GaAs bulk emission
energy is within the SP tail energy and (3.28) is satisfied for the GaAs-Gold interface, as
illustrated in Figure 3.13.

a)

b)

Figure 3.13 Possible SPs coupling when a metal is deposited on a semiconductor: a) silver
on GaN-InGaN QW, b) gold on GaAs-AlGaAs. In the figures, (1) represents the bulk signal,
(2) the QW signal and (3) the excitation signal (laser).
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3.3.6. Photoluminescence signal enhancement by SPs
The PL signal of a QW structure, or embedded NC, can also be enhanced through the
use of SPs. This can be achieved with two approaches: The first one is to couple incident light
into SPs in order to raise the energy density within the QW region, using the localised nature
of the surface excitation. This conversion of the incoming light into the sample is possible
through the relation expressed by (3.25), mostly using the techniques presented in the Section
3.3.4. The second approach targets the opposite of the first: to extract the naturally generated
SPs out of the surface. By purposefully coupling the QW electron-hole pairs generation with
SPs, it becomes possible to increases the spontaneous recombination rate of the QW. The
dipole-dipole coupling between SPs and electron-hole pairs are a few orders of magnitude (ns)
faster than radiative desexcitation (μs), since the strong electromagnetic field is induced by the
high density of state of SPs. This effect has been demonstrated in literature [57, 64].
Figure 3.14 illustrates these newly
introduced concepts. If SPs already exist at the
interface, their dispersion relation will have the

a)

b)

c)

d)

typical shape presented in Figure 3.14 d),
where the abscise is the kx projection. The
straight line corresponds to the light dispersion
in air, the slope being a function of the
extraction angle (represented in grey shade).
In order to extract SPs from (1) to (2), its wave
vector has to be reduced by Δkx. This can be
achieved by introducing controlled surface

Figure 3.14 Generation/extraction of SPs,
through surface scattering mechanisms.

roughness, such as grating described
by a wave vector k1.

Figure 3.14 c) presents spectral density distributions for typical

roughness induced by simple metal evaporation as described by (3.26).
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For an identical correlation length, a small surface roughness ( Figure 3.14 a) ) will have a
weaker spectral density than a strong roughness ( Figure 3.14 b) ). For the grating function,
the spectral density is packed at a given wave vector, corresponding its periodicity. Therefore,
for a given SP energy, the extraction probability will be stronger for a rough surface than a
smooth one. This effect will be even more important for a grating covered surface. In such a
case, all extraction can occur at a precise angle θ, with a certain margin Δθ corresponding to
the grating intrinsic roughness. So, for a given SP energy, we notice that not only is the
photon extraction process very sensitive to surface roughness, through spectral density
dependence, but also to the angle of observation. For example, if SPs have an energy
corresponding to the semiconductor bandgap, Eg, on which the metal is deposited, a minimum

Δk is required to reach the light cone. Curves 1 and 2 of Figure 3.14 c) might allow SP
extraction, but curve 3 will not. Even then, a minimum Δk will correspond to an angle of
photoemission parallel to the sample plane.
The coupling of SP modes with the free space electromagnetic mode through surface
roughness has been reported recently [54, 57, 62]. In each case the same type of sample
geometry was used, but the surface roughness of the evaporated metal layer was apparently
different.

Authors of reference [54, 57] claim to enhance the PL by 14x through SP

extraction, while others [62] observes a 100x signal drop. Also, reciprocity can be invoked to
couple in or out SPs with external light: if SPs can couple out at a certain wavelength and
angle, it will be possible to couple external light of this particular wavelength, at this angle,
into SPs. The important thing to keep in mind is that for different SPs or light energies, (3.25)
will give solutions at different angles since both kSP and kph-x are energy/wavelength
dependent. Finally, an obvious but important point to notice is that, if the PL exciting light is
of energy higher than the maximum plasmon energy supported by the interface, that is

E PL _ ex > ηωSP −max , where ωSP − max

⎛ ω ⎞
= ⎜⎜ P ⎟⎟
⎝1 + ε2 ⎠

1/ 2

is the asymptotical plasmon frequency, the PL

enhancement by coupling external light into SPs will be completely prohibited, with no
solutions to (3.25), as in Figure 3.13. To use the first strategy with a QW [55], one has to
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have: EQW < E PL _ ex < ηω SP − max , with EQW being the energy gap of the quantum structure and
EPL_ex the energy of the excitation source
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4. METHODOLOGY

4.1. Architecture requirements
This methodology section is dedicated to the design of the architectures utilized in this

project. Many prototypes were designed and the pros and cons debated to find the optimal
configuration. At the end, two prototypes were fabricated to explore different aspects of SPs
assisted biodetection. All the designs had to respect basic requirements inherent to the project
and the QS group overall device functionality goals. These requirements are:
1. Open device:

The prototypes need to have their sensing ends open to the

environment. Unlike PL enhancement from LED experiments [54, 57], the SPs
sensitive regions cannot be enclosed between relatively thick layers of material,
since the main goal is to build a biodetector.
2. Gold surface: The exposed surface of the prototypes has to be a gold layer, since it
is desired to utilise the strong coupling interface between gold and thiol SAMs.
Furthermore, the gold layer will be the sensitive region, since it is this layer which
supports SPs: this correlates with the previous point.
3. Substrate is the source of photon: Although an external laser is utilised to excite
PL from the semiconductor substrate, the probed signal is the light intensity
coming from the substrate. Fluctuations in PL are the probe and ideally, any kind
of PL excitation (other than laser) would give the same results.
4. SPs modulate the measured signal: The measured output signal variations should
be correlated to SPs modes at the sensing surface.

In other words, the PL

measurements must be sensitive to SPs mode modifications induced by the
prescence of molecules at the sensing end, independently of the excitation method
(closed system).
All architectures were designed while keeping in mind the previous four basic points
necessary to build a biosensing device which corresponds to the definition given by the QS
group in Section 1.
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4.2. First prototype definition

4.2.1. Overview
The first approach is the most obvious one: it consists of a thin layer of gold deposited
on a semiconductor substrate, in this case an Al0.5Ga0.5As double quantum well, with PL
characteristics as given in Section 3.1 and in Appendix II. The gold layer of thickness “d” is
patterned to form a grating of periodicity “P”, with duty cycle 1:1. The cross section details of
the substrate are shown in Figure 3.1 and the cross section of the general architecture is
presented in Figure 4.1:

Figure 4.1 Cross section of the first prototype: A gold grating of periodicity “P”, with
grooves height “d” is built on a photo-emitting semiconductor substrate. Note that all ε are
complex functions of ω.
As expressed in Section 3, when “P” and “d” are carefully chosen, this geometry should allow

extraction of the SPs generated at the gold/ substrate interface. While there are some cases
where SPs coupling can be utilised to enhance excitons recombination in the QW vicinity [54,
55, 57, 63], it will not be the case in this setup. As previously stated, the goal is to generate
SPs using the PL signal of the substrate, as opposed to SPs generated by an external laser.
Thus, the SPs energy will be the same as the PL emission, so PL enhancement through local
electric field enhancement will not be possible. Nonetheless, it is known from literature [57,
64] that SPs of such metal/ semiconductor interfaces can act as non radiative recombination
centers (NRRC).
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These NRRC are in fact excitons degenerating into SPs instead of free photons.

The

conditions for this are illustrated in Figure 3.12 and it seems to be the case for gold GaAs
structures, as presented in section 4.2.2. This first prototype then also presents a possibility to
prevent those NRRC, when the SPs are able to escape the interface for certain conditions.
Since this is a subwavelength grating, where typically P < λQW /2, it can be modeled as
a continuous layer of effective refractive index nEff cover the substrate. nEff fluctuates with
both duty cycle and d and can be evaluated using classical effective index technique as
presented in [70]. From the exponential decay of light intensity inside a metal, it is expected
that the PL intensity coming from the grating region will be lower than outside the grating,
since nEff

metal

≥ nOutside. Fluctuations from this effective PL intensity will come from SPs

extractions.
4.2.2. Important elements prior to fabrication 1
Even for a simple device such as the one presented in Figure 4.1, many variables have
to be evaluated prior to fabrication, such as the metal thickness d, the periodicity P. These are
mainly determined through calculation of the SPs properties at the gold/ substrate interface.
The most fundamental properties required are the optical constants of the different
layers.

The complex refractive index, noted nT = n + ik, of all the materials used in the

experiments are presented in Appendix I.

This appendix contains information on the

refractive indices of GaAs, Al0.5Ga0.5As, different gold types, PMMA-950, Si3N4 and SiO2
taken from [49-51, 53]. Again, the refractive indexes of SiO2 and Si2N3 are susceptible to
their fabrication processes. Hence, the values found in [49-51, 53] where adapted to match
those of the PECVD recipes from the CRN2’s clean rooms, from ellipsometry measurements:
Δn = 0.014 for SiO2 and Δn = 0.157 for Si3N4 at λ = 633 nm.
Since the prototype works in transmission mode, QW emitted light has to cross the
metal layer in order to be measured. As presented in Table 2.2, gold thickness over 12 nm
will already cut the signal intensity to e-1 , i.e. to~37% of the initial value. Therefore, in order
to get a decent signal, the gold thickness, d, is chosen to be 10 nm thus bringing the signal
intensity ratio to e-.77 , i.e. to ~ 46%.
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Variation of metal thickness, especially when the thickness is under 30 nm, influences
strongly the SPs properties. As demonstrated in equation (3.24), the SPs of one interface of
the metal interact with the SPs at the other interface. Appendix III presents the Matlab 7.0
script employed to evaluate equation (3.24) to give the SPs dispersion curve for different
metal thicknesses, at different kind of interfaces. Note that the Matlab Optimization toolbox
is required to run the function. Appendix IV presents the solution to Appendix III when an air
– gold – GaAs-AlGaAs heterostructure is utilized. This is also illustrated in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2 Dispersion relation of the SPs at the Air-Gold heterostructure interface, for
different gold thicknesses.

As expected, thicker metal layer gives smaller SPs wavectors, which eventually reach the
values of the semi-infinite case. For the setup of Figure 4.1, a SP wavector of 64.91 µm-1 has
been found.
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In this quest to find the proper periodicity for such a system, it is necessary to go back
to equation (3.25) which, if expanded, gives (4.1):

k SP = k ph − x + Δk x =

2 ⋅π

λQW

⋅ n1 ⋅ sin(θ ) + s( Δ k x )

(4.1)

Where λQW is the wavelength coming from the substrate, θ the polar angle of the emerging
photon, n1 the refractive index of the emerging media and s( Δkx) the Fourier transform of the
surface corrugation S(x). In the present case, a square grating of periodicity “P”, with duty
cycle 1:1, is used. We will see that approximating the Fourier transform of the square grating
to it’s first coefficient of a Fourier power series is well justified. Therefore, (4.1) becomes:

k SP = k ph − x + Δk x ≈

2 ⋅π

λQW

⋅ n1 ⋅ sin(θ ) +

2 ⋅π
⋅m
P

(4.2)

where P is the grating periodicity and m the diffraction order. Note that s( Δkx) = 0 when the
m’s are even (except zero), due to the square shape of the grooves. Taking into account the
range of the available goniometer (0 o < θ <30 o) and the possible experimental variations in
the metal thickness, discussed in Section 5, an angle of 10o is used. Using (4.2) and the values
found for kSP of the present architecture, we calculate that using the third harmonic, SPs
should be able to be extracted in air at 10o for a grating of periodicity of P = 296 nm. All
elements are now known for the construction of the first prototype.
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4.3. Second prototype definition

4.3.1. Overview
The second approach presents a more complicated architecture, but allows more
control on the SPs properties and the total light extraction. After obtaining the results of the
first prototype, presented in Section 6, it was decided to deposit a dielectric layer between the
semiconductor and the gold layer. The reason for doing these is detailed in Section 6, but for
now let’s mention that the SPs propagation length, of equation (3.19), is strongly enhanced if
a dielectric of lower index than semiconductor, like silicon oxide, is used: this can have an
important impact on SPs diffraction. Modifications have to be done keeping in mind the four
points of Section 4.1. Numerous modified architectures could fulfill Section’s 4.1 criteria.
The one selected for fabrication is presented in Figure 4.3:

Figure 4.3 Cross section of the second prototype. A dielectric adaptive layer of thickness
“a” is deposited atop a light emitting semiconductor. This layer is then coated with a gold
layer of thickness “d”, on which a gold grating of periodicity “P” and groove height “Δ” is
patterned. A final layer of thickness “b” in PMMA950 is spin-coated on the sample, to reflect
the biofunctionalized surface characteristics. Note that all ε are complex functions of ω.
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A gold layer of thickness “d” is patterned to form a grating of periodicity “P”, with
duty cycle 1:1, with grooves of thickness “Δ”. The main difference in comparison with the
first prototype is the presence of the two dielectric layers (1) and (3), of thickness “a” and “b”
respectively. Although dielectric (3) seems to violate the first point of Section 4.1, it is not the
case: this layer simulates the bio-functionalized layer. Therefore, layer (3) thickness and
dielectric function will be chosen so that it can match approximately the biological region of
Figure 3.8. This has been done in order to facilitate transition from this work to the biofunctionalization/ characterization stage (region 3 of Figure 1.1). The refractive index of biofunctionalized regions can vary from n = 1.34 for biotin to n = 1.42 for alkanethiols (from
Aldrich inc.). Refractive indices of viruses can also vary, but are around n = 1.4± 0.1, for
hepatitis n =1.3994 for example [71]. Although exact value will influence the response of the
final biodetector, it is not relevant for the current experiment: PMMA950 will reflect the
general behaviour of this organic layer. Final tuning will have to be made with the actual
biological chain.
There are some cases where a laser diode (LD) is butt coupled to this kind of geometry
(without the substrate) and classical diffraction is utilized to monitor overlayer refractive
index [72].

Nonetheless, it is difficult to differentiate the normal diffraction from SPs

diffraction, since the grating periodicity, “P”, is greater than the LD wavelength. In the case
of Figure 4.2, “P” is chosen to be below the λQW /2, so no standard diffraction can occurs other
than SPs diffraction. Furthermore, let’s emphasize again that the SPs excitation source comes
from the substrate photoluminescence, and not an external laser source as in [54, 55, 57, 63,
72].
4.3.2. Important elements prior to fabrication of prototype 2
Now that the architecture is more complex than the previous one, the effects of more
variables have to be taken into account prior to fabrication. This not only includes the metal
thickness “d”, the periodicity “P”, but also the thicknesses of “a”, “b”, “Δ”, along with the
refractive index and nature of materials (1) and (3). Many of these will be determined through
calculation of the SPs properties at the gold/ dielectrics interfaces.
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The complex refractive indices, noted nT = n + ik, of all the materials used in this
experiments are presented in Appendix I. Since all the prototypes work in transmission mode,
PL light has to cross the metal layer in order to be measured. Given the particular axial
geometry of the prototype, it is evident that transmission and reflection resonances will occur.
After all, if we consider the grating as a continuous layer, which is the case for λQW as well as
for excitation lasers wavelengths λlaser, we can consider Figure 4.3 as a Fabry-Perot etalon.
Given that, the dielectric thicknesses could be chosen so that the signal to noise ratio (S/N) of
expected SPs diffraction is optimised.
Effectively, knowing from Figure 4.3 that normal PL from the substrate will be
considered as “noise” and the extraction of SPs from the gold layer is the important signal to
monitor, it is possible to design a structure with an anti-transmission (AT) coating. The goal
is to suppress normal PL that would come from another plane, measured along the SPs
diffraction. Let’s put this clearly, it is desired to have a maximum intensity in PL emission
from the substrate, but it would be beneficial to trap that emission inside the device so that
photon -SPs interactions are maximized and the measured photons mostly coming from the
SPs diffraction events on the surface. In doing so, attention should also be given to the laser
excitation sources, since depending on the chosen thicknesses, anti-transmission or antireflection (AR) coatings can be achieved. From the excitation point of view, AR coating is
desired to yield a maximum in PL emission.
Dielectric thickness “b” is chosen to match the bio-functionalized layer of the final
stage (region 3 of Figure 1.1 or T6 of Figure 3.8). This roughly corresponds to a dielectric of
refractive index 1.5 and of 200 nm thickness, for Influenza A virus [73]. As explained before,
this layer is applied in order to facilitate transition from this work to the bio-functionalization/
characterization stage. Although its characteristics will affect SPs extraction, the general
process will stay the same for any nature of dielectrics.

A 4% solution of anisole on

polymethyl methacrylate electroresist (PMMA) is the ideal candidate for this layer. Because
of its low viscosity, it can easily be spin coated to very thin layers with high precision.
Furthermore, the deposition process is fast and economic.
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With “b” and “d” being “fixed”, “a” is adjusted to achieve an AT coating for the PL
and an AR coating for the excitation lasers. This variable is evaluated using Section 3.2
transmission matrix mathematics. Appendix V shows the simple Matlab 7.0 script utilized to
evaluate the transmission matrices for different thicknesses “a”, and for different natures of
layer (1) dielectrics. Silicon dioxide has been chosen for its optical properties along with its
easiness to be manipulated using VLSI technology. Appendix VI presents the Transmission
of different light sources through the device, for different thicknesses of silicon dioxide. This
is also shown in Figure 4.4:

Figure 4.4 Transmission vs. SiO2 underlayer thickness for P-polarization (TM), at different
wavelengths. (best viewed in colors)

The Poynting vector of the light has been taken into account (laser comes in, PL comes
out), for different angles. The optimal value of “a” is found to be 350 nm since it represents a
local minima for the PL emission and a local maxima for the excitation lasers. Using these
specifications for “a”, “b” and “d”, the measured transmitted PL emission should be below 5%
of the initial intensity.
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Resolving equation (3.24) using variables reflecting the architecture represented in
Figure 4.3 gives SPs dispersion curve for different metal thickness. Appendix VII presents
the solution to Appendix III when a SiO2 – gold – PMMA_950 is utilized. Figure 4.5 also
presents this result.

Figure 4.5 Dispersion relation of the SPs at the SiO2-Gold-PMMA950 interface, for
different gold thickness.

At 1.50 eV, the SPs wavector are found to be 18.32 µm-1 and 14.82 µm-1 for 10 nm and
15 nm metal thicknesses, respectively. Calculated values of surface wavevector variations are
of 3.5 µm-1 induced by a corrugation Δ of 5 nm (i.e. difference in SPs wavevector for 10nm
and 15 nm) shown in Appendix VII, seems to present a sufficient change to induce SPs
diffraction, since it presents the following coefficients for the SPs Ez field:
k ε − k zt ε i
rEz = zi t
= 0.138 at 1.51 eV
k zi ε t + k zt ε i

(4.3a)

2 ⋅ k zi
= 0.862 at 1.51 eV
k zi ε t + k zt ε i

(4.3b)

t Ez =
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Finally, the periodicity of the system has to be defined. This can be done again by
using the approximation of equation (4.2). A square grating of periodicity “P”, with duty
cycle 1:1, is still used. The wavevectors of the SPs are now much smaller than the ones
present in the first prototype. This affects two things: i) the grating periodicity required to
diffract the SPs can be much larger, since (4.2) can be solved for relatively large “P” and ii)
the SPs propagation length, of equation (3.19), is also longer so SPs can interacts on a larger
scale with the grating surface. So, taking into account the range of the available goniometer
(0 o < θ <30 o) and the possible experimental variations in the metal thickness, discussed in
Section 5, a collecting angle of 7o is chosen.
Using (4.2) and the values found for kSP of the present architecture, we find that using
the first harmonic, it should be possible to extract SPs in PMMA_950 at 7o for a grating of
periodicity of P = 372 nm. Note that the first harmonic can now be excited using a grating
with increased periodicity, thus easier to fabricate. More power should be diffracted in the
first order than in the subsequent ones. Finally, the measured photons are the ones emerging
from the metallic surface and passing through the PMMA_950/ air, therefore the first
diffraction order should be observed at 12o in air, using Snell-Descartes refraction law. All
elements are now known for the construction of the second prototype.
Following the analysis of the results given by this architecture in section 7.3.2, it was
decided to build two other versions of the second prototype. The goal of this last set of
experiments is to verify the influence of the grating grooves height to the SP light extraction.
Thus, three different samples were produced using grooves heights of 5nm, 10nm and 20 nm.
The fabrication is exactly the same for all the samples, except for the last evaporation step.
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5. EXPERIMENTAL CONTEXT

5.1. Photoluminescence mapper systems

5.1.1. PLM-150
In this section, fabrication and characterization equipment are discussed and the
fabrication process is presented. The photoluminescence systems are presented first, since it
is from those measuring equipment that we probe the sample status.

For the sake of

comparison, two different photoluminescence mapper systems were utilized.

Prior to

explanations of the presented results, understanding the commercial PLM-150 setup becomes
important to rule out the setup influence on the observed measurements. Appendix VIII
presents the PLM-150 collecting setup.
The excitation laser source is the second harmonic of a YAG laser (532 nm), whose
output is focused on an optical fiber. The green laser excitation exits the fiber close to the
sample, at an angle of 45o. The polarization of the output beam is HE11 and the power
measured at the sample can vary from 10 to 20 mW. Note that the angle of excitation and
detection are fixed, with respect to the stage. The resulting PL signal is collected with lenses,
filtered to take out the 532 nm light that could come from the laser, and redirected toward a
600 L/mm grating. The grating spatially separate the PL signal and sends it to an off-axis
parabolic mirror. This mirror concentrates the beams to a mirror that projects the PL spectral
emission band to an InGaAs array detector. The detector can measure PL intensity with a
resolution of 0.6 nm in the infra-red region.
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The validity of the PL mapper schematics summarized in Appendix VIII has to be
pondered. These are far from complete, since there are a lot of parts left with unknown
characteristics: the instrument manual gives little to no information on the setup itself. The
Philips inc. department that used to build the system has been bough by Accent inc. and they
no longer provide any services concerning the Philips PLM-150 photoluminescence system.
The PLM-150 system itself is a closed system not meant to be user accessible or modifiable.
It is only by browsing in the configuration files of the hardware that we were able to find
some of the components characteristics.
Nonetheless, information enclosed in Appendix VIII is enough to deduce critical,
unmentioned, limitations of the system. What is being really measured? Effectively, looking
at the schematics of Appendix VIII, it is possible that, when a sample is placed out of focus,
the measured wavelength will change. Indeed, an unfocused PL signal from the sample will
not be parallel to the optic axis of the system and will mostly hit the grating at a different spot
than what the system expects. Consequently, the off-axis parabolic mirror will displace the
whole spectra laterally. Since the InGaAs detector array is fixed, the PLM software will
analyse it as if the signal was of a different spectrum. To illustrate how sensitive this effect
can be, Figure 5.1 shows the observed wavelength shift as the z-stage is set out of focus.
We can clearly see that, even though
the specifications says the depth of
field is 1mm, important wavelength
shifts can be measured starting from
±100 μm stage displacement.

In

reality, the lens depth of field (DoF)
has been experimentally measured to
be of 245 ± 5μm. Passed half of this
value off the focus (which is of
approximately 2.5 cm), important
variations in the observed PL signal
occurs.

Figure 5.1 Observed wavelength vs. z-stage
position measured using a typical GaAs-AlGaAs QW
signal
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For example, from Figure 5.1, a z-stage deviation of 2000 μm from the focus point would be
enough to induce a difference in PL peak wavelength of 36 nm:.
The previous analysis also explains the diffusive
effect out sharp regions for an unfocussed signal. In
effect, the field of view (FoV) of the lens is of 10 μm,
which corresponds to the smallest lateral step of the
mapping system. The total resolution of the system,
which combines the FoV and the stage movement
uncertainties, is evaluated to be 20µm. Inside the DoF,
the FoV should be of 10 μm. Passed half the DoF from
the focus, the FoV enlarges proportionally with the
lens aperture and the focal distance. It is easy to show
that the observed mapping will be the result of a

Figure 5.2 Variations in the
observed mapping with modified
FoV

convolution between the real structure and the FoV in both directions. Figure 5.2 illustrate
that effect. It is also possible to evaluate that, if the FoV is of 10 μm at ½DoF, it would be of
165 μm at 2000 μm from the focus: which is far from the expected 10µm resolution.
Understanding the limitations and possible flaws of the utilized measurement systems is
critical prior to sample characterization.
5.1.2. PLM-100
This older version of the previous setup works in a very different way. Understanding
the PLM-100 setup is easily done and Appendix IX presents the most important parts. There
is two possible excitation laser sources for the present experiment: A red He-Ne laser
emitting at 633 nm and a blue second harmonic DPSS laser (946 nm), hence emitting at 473
nm. The beams are collected via a set of mirrors and are directed into a mobile objective right
above the sample at 90o. The polarizations of the output beams are linear and the powers
measured at the sample are 0.56 mW and 0.38mW for the red and blue lasers, respectively.
Note that the powers measured before the mobile objective are always at least 5 times higher
than on the targeted substrate.
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The resulting PL beams are collected with the same objective but redirected, using a beam
splitter, towards another series of mirrors that lead to a filter prior to entering the
spectrometer. The spectrometer grating of 300L/mm resolves spatially the PL emission band.
The grating is rotated so that a single wavelength, of 1nm resolution, is selected to pass
through the system and allowed to hit a silicon detector. At this point, it is important to know
that the beam splitter, right after the objective, acts as a polarizer. In fact, independently of
the PL source (even for a white light bulb), light always comes out of the collecting set of
mirrors polarized. In the current experiment, it is very important to take into account that
internal polarizer for the PLM-100 system, as SPs diffraction always comes out p-polarized
(detailed in Section 7).
This system allows a better control of the excitation beam and is less likely to induce
aberration in the red PL signal if the focus is incorrect. There is also more room around the
measuring area: this allows installing a more stable goniometer system, difficult to fit in the
undersized space of PLM-150 sample region. However, the wavelength scanning method of
PLM-100, one wavelength at a time, is a lot more time consuming than the PLM-150 array
method. Full spectra are very tedious to measure using PLM-100, but the system works well
for a single wavelength mapping.
5.1.3. Goniometer
The goniometer is important to scan different angles.

Ideally, it would not be

necessary if the experimental parameters would correspond perfectly to theoretical
predictions, but that is never the case. Therefore, the goniometer is utilized to compensate for
experimental deviations from theory. By scanning for different values of polar angles θ, the
second term in equation (4.2) can be slightly modified to balance fluctuations in kSP or in
periodicity “P”. The goniometer is also placed on a rotation stage to allow scanning for
different azimuthal angles ϕ. This is mostly used to align the SPs diffraction polarization with
the internal polarizer of the PLM-100.
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The goniometer setup is presented in Figure 5.3, where the incoming excitation beam angle
varies depending on the PLM system employed. Figure 5.4 presents actual picture of the
setup.

Figure 5.3 Goniometer setup atop a rotation stage.

a)
b)
Figure 5.4 a) Actual goniometer and rotation stage. b) The substrate is excited
generally using a blue laser (473 nm).
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5.2. Fabrication process of the first prototype

5.2.1. Substrate preparations
The fabrication of the prototypes was tracked using the SSE network system of the
CRN2. This allows keeping detailed information about all the experiments done. Appendix
X presents all the sample code numbers processed in the framework of the current experiment.
Details can be found by seeking those numbers on SSE. An example of the fabrication
process of the first prototype, B018, is presented in Appendix XI. The sample size were
typically 7 x 7 mm2.
Independently of the substrate nature, the samples were all carefully cleaned from
anything that could have deposited on the surface. The native oxide that has grown on bulk
GaAs or the cap layer of the heterostructure was then selectively etched using 37% HCl
diluted in H2O [41]. At this point PL intensity was measured to verify quality of the substrate.
5.2.2. Electrolithography
To construct a gold grating, the evaporated metal is lifted-off using a double layer of
2% and 4% polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) electroresist3 in anisole. The bi-layer of
PMMA generates an inversed “T” shape which facilitate lift-off when directional metal
deposition is used, as illustrated in Figure 5.5. After spin-coating of the two resists, a 1mm2
grating is patterned onto the sample surface.
Electrolithography was chosen, instead of standard
photolithography, for two reasons:
i) A prototype is being built and the
dimensions of the grating structures can vary a lot
depending

on

the

approach

utilised.

Electrolithography is a more flexible technique since
geometries can be directly feed into the SEM
software, without requiring masks. Calibration and
prototyping are thus done more rapidly.
Figure 5.5
Inverse “T” shape
electroresist for easy and well defined
3

Manufacturer : Aldrich inc.
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lift-offs.
ii) Small diffraction orders, m=1 or 3 in (4.2), are employed in order to measure more
SPs diffraction. This is manly done because the primary goal of the project is to observe if
SPs can be utilized on a semiconductor substrate to build a bio-detector. When this will be
proven to work, cheaper fabrication methods, implying higher orders of diffraction could be
used.
In order to have a grating with periodicity of P = 252 nm, as defined in Section 4.2.2,
calibration of the electron dose had to be done. Calibration curves of critical dimensions
(C.D.) versus the electron dose are presented, for the first prototype, in Appendix XII. These
C.D. are measured at the end of the fabrication process discussed in Appendix XI for different
samples, after the metal deposition and lift-off. Appendix XII demonstrates that an ideal dose
of 1.65 nC/cm is required to give a line C.D. of 126 nm. For a grating of duty cycle 1:1, this
corresponds to a grating with a periodicity of P = 252 nm. After the sample has been
irradiated with the correct pattern and dose, the resist is developed and inspected visually.
The substrate is then ready for metal deposition.
5.2.3. Metal evaporation
Among the studied deposition techniques are e-beam sputtering, cold gold deposition
and plasma sputtering. Plasma sputtering offers less control in the deposited metal thickness
and quality than the other two, but it is a rapid way to deposit gold and alloys such as goldpalladium. E-beam deposition allows a good control of the metal thickness, but it is relatively
slow due to required pumping time (1h to get to 10-6 torr). Cold gold deposition is a process
derived from e-beam and was originally developed to build gold contacts atop organic
molecules [52]. It basically consists of indirect e-beam evaporation, where the path between
the source and the target is blocked.
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Appendix XIII presents preliminary tests where these different gold deposition
techniques were used to lay down gold thicknesses ranging from 332 nm down to 1.8 nm.
From the results presented in this appendix, it is possible to conclude that both the e-beam and
cold gold deposition techniques allow the fabrication of uniform and thin films on GaAs.
Plasma sputtering deposition proved to offer less precision in the control of metal thickness.
It is also obvious from Appendix XIII that non-annealed thin gold films corresponds to
Theye’s description [51]: when metal thickness under 30 nm are evaporated, but not annealed,
they form small crystallites of typical size of 6 ± 4 nm.
The e-beam metal evaporator posseses an internal piezoelectric system that measures
the gold thickness in real time as it is evaporated. That measurement is correlated with
ellipsometry measurements in order to establish reliability and consistency of the system.
This graph, presented at the end of Appendix XIII, shows good reliability of the deposition
system, even for such small thicknesses.
After the inspection of the electroresist development, 10 nm of Au is evaporated onto
the sample at the rate of 0.05nm/s. Lift-off can then easily be done by immersing the sample
in an acetone filled beaker placed in the ultrasonic bath. The sample is finally rinsed with IPA
before the final SEM inspection and C.D. measurements.
5.3. Fabrication process of the second prototype

5.3.1. Substrate preparations
Fabrication steps of the second prototype are similar to the first one. An example of
the fabrication process of the second prototype, B426, is presented in Appendix XIV.
After chemical cleaning and etching of the surface, the substrate is ready for silicon
dioxide deposition. The PECVD recipe employed to deposit 350 nm of SiO2 is presented in
Appendix XIV. The dielectric thickness is measured at the center of the sample using
ellipsometry and it is normally found to be within ±2nm of the target value. After the silicon
dioxide deposition, a 10 nm uniform layer of gold is evaporated on the sample surface. The
sample is then ready for the lithography step.
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5.3.2. Electrolithography
The bi-layer of PMMA is still employed, but since the sample substrate is different
that of the first prototype, dose calibration have to evaluated again. In order to have a grating
with periodicity of P = 372 nm, as defined in Section 4.3.2, calibration curves of C.D. versus
the electron dose are presented in Appendix XV. As shown in Appendix XV, it is possible to
attain the desired C.D. using single line or double line techniques, with not exactly half the
dose. All lines give an “effective” line, with C.D. width measured after the lift-off of the gold
layer.
The double-line writing technique was used for the first device, but since the doses of
each electron beam pass were below 0.7 nC/cm, the resulting C.D. versus dose line were
difficult to determine due to instability of the system for such low doses.
Single or double line writing technique affects the overall fabrication time of the 1mm2
grating. Altough double line technique requires lower dose (hence less processing time), the
beam needs to pass twice, thus multiplying the fabrication time by two. Appendix XV shows
the total fabrication time of P/2 = 186 nm gold lines would be comparable, with 2.00 nC/cm
and 0.85 nC/cm for single and double lines respectively. Nonetheless, the sensitivity of the
single line process ( i.e. the slope of the C.D. vs Dose line in Appendix XV) is lower than the
two line process. This reflects a better stability of the writing process, resulting in a lower
standard deviation within the lines of the whole 1mm2 grating. For this reason, the single line
process is chosen.
After the lithography and development of the resist, 5nm of gold is evaporated on the
whole structure. The resist is lifted-off with the same procedure that was used for the first
prototype. The resulting grating was measured by SEM. After the inspection of the structure,
200nm of PMMA_950 is spin-coated on the surface, as explained in Section 4.3.
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6. RESULTS PRESENTATION

6.1. Grating measurements

6.1.1. First prototype grating
At the end of the fabrication process described in Section 5.2, the C.D. of the resulting
grating were measured. SEM analysis is presented in Appendix XVI, where the pictures of
40k and12k magnification are shown. The first picture shows the center of the grating with a
typical periodicity of 298.7 nm. The lines are 147.9 nm wide and the duty cycle is close to 1:1.
The general view of the 12k picture corroborates these numbers. A minimum uncertainty of
±4 nm should be applied to the 40k SEM measurements, because of the grain size of the
evaporated gold itself (see Appendix XIII).
A spectral analysis of the SEM measurements is presented at the end of Appendix XVI
and in Figure 6.1. It shows the Fourier transform, s(k), of the spatial corrugation S(x).

Figure 6.1 Spectral analysis of the grating, Prototype 1, sample B018 SEM measurements
used as source.
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As expected, only odd harmonics appear. The corresponding periodicity of the grating
can be evaluated to be 295 ± 6 nm, measuring s(k) by approximating the Fourier transform of
the square grating to it’s first coefficient. Here, the measurement of periodicity itself is not as
critical as the values of s(k). More important is the grating wavevector for the third harmonic,
which is estimated as 63.8 ± 0.1 µm-1. The uncertainty on this value comes purely from the
SEM spatial measurement’s resolution.
6.1.2. Second prototype grating
As in the precedent section, the C.D. of the B426 series were measured using SEM.
The results are presented in Appendix XVII, where a 40k and a 8k pictures are shown. The
first picture, taken in the center of the grating, exposes a typical periodicity of 382.8 nm with
line of 134.0 nm for a duty cycle of 1:0.35. The general view of the 8k picture corroborates
these numbers. The deviation from the targeted 1:1 duty cycle should not influence the
experiment since the injected wavevector coming from the first harmonic stays the same. As
in Section 6.1.1, a spectral analysis of the SEM measurements is presented at the end of
Appendix XVII, where s(k) is plotted. This result is also presented in Figure 6.2.

Figure 6.2 Spectral analysis of the grating, Prototype 2, sample B426 SEM measurements
used as source.
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Some even harmonics are present this time, but the third and sixth are not present, as
expected for a rectangular grating of duty cycle 1:0.35. The first harmonic utilized (unlike the
third harmonic which was analysed in the previous case) is very strong. This first harmonic
shows a strong intensity at a wavevector of 16.9 ± 0.1 µm-1. Note the first harmonic is
slightly larger than the others and a secondary peak is measured around 18 µm-1, but is limited
to the resolution of the analysis process.
6.2. PL measurements

6.2.1. PL at different stages of fabrication
Photoluminescence is measured at different stages of the fabrication process. For the
first prototype, these measurements are quite simple. While PL is measured for a freshly
cleaned substrate, no PL can be measured after gold evaporation, as explained in Appendix
XIII. The second prototype has a more complicated structure. Appendix VI presents the total
transmission for different wavelengths at the final stage of the structure. Appendix XVIII
presents the measured PL intensity at the different stages of the fabrications process, that is:
a) fresh substrate, b) after silicon dioxide deposition and c) after gold evaporation on the
structure. This is also presented in Figure 6.3. The blue laser, λlas = 473 nm, was employed as
the excitation source.
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Figure 6.3 Measured PL intensity at the different stages of the fabrications process: (black)
fresh substrate, (red and green) after silicon dioxide deposition and (blue and yellow) after
gold evaporation on the structure.

Here, the AT and AR coatings stand for the wavelength of the measured PL, λQW = 820 nm.
When a simple silicon dioxide layer is deposited, it is possible to observe PL enhancement for
both thickness. That is, when the transmission for the λQW is minimized, the transmission of
λlas isn’t. Thus, SiO2 serves as an adaptive dielectric layer to reduce reflection of the blue
laser on the semiconductor substrate, whatever the thickness is.

That can be easily

demonstrated using the transmission matrices method presented in Section 3.2 and Appendix
V.
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When a continuous and thin layer of 10nm gold is evaporated on the structure, the PL
intensity drops drastically. Interestingly, the role of the AT and AR coatings reverses, where
the AT signals seems slightly stronger than the AR’s. This can be understood by looking
more attentively at Appendix VI. For 210 nm thick SiO2, a maximum transmission for λQW is
predicted, but this configuration induces a very strong reflectivity for the λlas. For the AT case
with 350 nm thick SiO2, transmission for λQW seems much lower, but transmission for λlas is
orders of magnitude higher (but still low) than in the AR case.

The product of these

transmission coefficients are proportional to the expected PL intensity, and T(λlas)xT(λQW) AT
> T(λlas)xT(λQW) AR, thus explaining the curves of Appendix XVIII.
6.2.2. PL of the completed first prototype
The PL signal of the first prototype is measured by exciting the substrate with a 473
nm laser and collecting the resulting PL from the grating region by scanning for different
angles, using the PLM-100 system. The measured PL is an average over the grating region,
with uncertainty corresponding to the standard deviation of the measurements, and is divided
by the average substrate PL intensity over a similar region. A typical map is presented in
Appendix XIX. Appendix XX and Figure 6.4 presents the normalized PL intensity of the
grating versus the grating wavevector. The x-axis represents the spectral content through the
angular dependence of (4.1), that is:

s( Δ k x ) = k SP −

2 ⋅π

λQW

⋅ n1 ⋅ sin(θ )

(6.1)

This axis is chosen to directly expose the PL intensity dependence on the wavevector.
It reflects directly the possible solutions of (3.25). The uncertainty on the abscises comes
from the ±0.5o precision on the goniometer and the uncertainty on the ordinates from the
standard deviation of the measurements.
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Figure 6.4 Prototype 1 grating normalized PL intensity vs. spectral density

From Appendix XX or Figure 6.4, the PL intensity ratios do seems very constant over a broad
range of scanned wavevectors except for a weak dip observed at kG = 63.84 ±0.07 µm-1,
corresponding to an angle of 8o. This anomaly in PL corresponds to the kG = 63.8 ± 0.1 µm-1
that was estimated in Section 6.1.1 from the third harmonic of the spectral analysis of SEM
measurements (see Appendix XVI).

Although the position of the abnormality does

correspond to the predicted SPs interaction with the surface, the relative PL intensity does not.
While a PL enhancement was expected, only a small minimum in PL can be observed. This
change of sign in the relative PL emission seems to suggest a weak SPs generation at the
interface, but without the desired extraction. See Section 7.1 for a possible explanation of this
negative result.
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6.2.3. PL of the second prototype
The PL signal of the second prototype is measured exactly in the same way as the first
one. Appendix XXI presents the normalized PL intensity of the grating versus the grating
wavevector. Again, the x-axis represents the spectral content through the angular dependence
and is evaluated using (6.1). This is also presented in Figure 6.5.

Figure 6.5 Prototype 2.0 grating normalized PL intensity vs. spectral density

Once again, the PL intensity ratios do seem very constant over a broad range of
scanned wavevectors except for a dip observed around kG = 16.9 ±0.1 µm-1, corresponding to
an angle of 12o in air. This anomaly in PL corresponds to the kG = 16.9 ± 0.1 µm-1 that was
estimated in Section 6.1.2 from the first harmonic of the spectral analysis of SEM
measurements (see Appendix XVII).
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Near kG , the light coming from the PL of the substrate effectively couples to the grating.
Although the position of the abnormality does correspond to the predicted SPs interaction with
the surface, the net interaction between the light coupling inside the grating and the SPs
extracted shows a minimum instead of the expected PL enhancement.
Although the second prototype is very different from the first one in most aspect, both
seem to suggest light coupling into the interface and a weak SPs generation at the surface but
without accomplishing the desired extraction. Based on Appendix XX and Appendix XXI, a
more complete description of the physical processes taking place at the interface itself is given
throughout the analysis Section 7.3. From the analyses, important conclusions will be drawn
in order to accurately recognize the possible applications of SPs utilization in semiconductor
based biodetectors.
6.2.4. PL dependence on grooves height
Following section 7.3.2 conclusions, stating that SPs light extraction and substrate PL
coupling might be strongly related to the height of the grating grooves, further experiments
where carried to explore this effect. To do so, three samples where built using the same
recipe, except for the last step where different grooves height of 5 nm, 10 nm and 20 nm
where evaporated respectively for prototype 2.0, 2.1 and 2.2.
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The PL signals of those prototypes were measured exactly the same way as the first
two. Appendixes XXI, XXII and XXIII present the normalized PL intensity of the grating
versus the grating wavevector for samples 2.0, 2.1 and 2.2 respectively. Again, the x-axis
represents the spectral content through the angular dependence and is evaluated using (6.1).
The results of these appendixes are also presented in Figure 6.5 and 6.6 and 6.7 for samples
2.0, 2.1 and 2.2 respectively.

Figure 6.6 Prototype 2.1 grating normalized PL intensity vs. spectral density
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Figure 6.7 Prototype 2.2 grating normalized PL intensity vs. spectral density

The ΔkG given in the figures, ΔkG = 16.7 ± 0.1µm-1 and ΔkG = 16.52 ± 0.05µm-1 for
prototypes 2.1 and 2.2, where again evaluated through SEM measurements. For the PPolarization, the same structures can be observed for the three architectures: A global
minimum is found around the region of the grating wavevector, corresponding to absorption
of the substrate PL light into SPs, engulfing the SPs extraction almost exactly at the grating
wavevector ΔkG. The relative intensities of these regions are utilised in the analysis section
7.3.2 to understand the relations between the grooves height Δ and the light coupling effects at
the interface.
Note the S-Polarization stays always flat but looses in relative intensity as the grooves
height are augmented. This reflects the fact that the grating region is becoming a more
efficient wire-grid polarizer as Δ is raised, absorbing the S-polarized field crossing the
interface.
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7. ANALYSIS

7.1. First prototype’s experiment

7.1.1. SPs interaction with excitons
Let us recall the grating expected functions: i) to extract excitons recombination as SPs
instead of free light and ii) to couple the substrate emitting light into extractable SPs. These
SPs at the gold-GaAs interface would be powerful probes of the gold surface states once the
SAM would functionalize efficiently the whole structure. However, observations made in
Section 6.2.2 indicate very weak interaction of SPs with the gold grating surface and a
reduced, instead of enhanced, PL signal. In this sub-section, the SPs “lack” of interaction with
the QW excitons will be discussed.
Now that it is clear that the observed mappings were all coming from the second
quantum well (λQW = 820 nm in Appendix II), which is some 40 nm below the surface of the
DQW heterostructure (see Figure 3.1), the most relevant question is to understand if there are
any SPs capable of reaching that depth to interact with the QW. To do so, more SPs
properties of the tri-interface of air, thin gold film and DQW heterostructure are to be studied.
One of them is the penetration depth of SPs at different energies, which are presented in
Appendix XXIV.
Appendix IV represents the projected wavevector of the SPs on the surface of the
system, for different metal thickness. As previously mentioned, when the metal thickness is
smaller than 30 nm, strong coupling occurs between the SP at the air-gold interface and the
SPs at the gold-DQW interface. This results in an exponentially increasing SPs projected
wavevector, for the second QW energy, with decreasing thickness of the gold layer. The
figure of Appendix XXIV shows the penetration depth of the SPs into the substrate, plotted
for different SPs energies. This can be evaluated by solving (3.24) for kZ and then by
evaluating (3.18). Surface plasmons polariton electromagnetic charge fluctuations are indeed
very much localized on the surface. Notice that when the metal layer thickness increases, the
penetration depth increases as well: this is because the vertical wavevector of the SPs is
directly related to its surface wavevector. As kSP-x decreases, kSP-z decreases as well and thus
the penetration depth increases.
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Most importantly, for the second QW emission energy, the penetration depth of SPs
located on a 30nm thick gold film is 40 nm, but it goes down to 20 nm when the metal layer is
10 nm thick.

Since the second QW is embedded 40nm fromn the gold semiconductor

interface, only a fraction (13%) of the surface plasmon electric field reaches this QW and
interacts with it.

This implies little or no interactions between the QW and the SPs

excitations.
7.1.2. SPs interaction with the grating
The SP propagation length is a function of the imaginary part of the projected
wavevector of SP on the surface. It is thus inversely proportional to some power of the
projected wavevector presented in Appendix IV and scaled by the imaginary part of the metal
dielectric function. The exact values presented in Appendix XXV are found solving (3.24) for
the imaginary value of kSP-x``, with kSP-x = kSP-x ` +i.kSP-x ``, and then used in (3.19). Recall
that the imaginary part of the metal dielectric function is very dependant on the deposition
process. The surface propagation length of the SPs of energy equal to the second QW
emission is shown in Appendix XXV. For a 10 nm thick layer of gold, the SPs propagation
length is of 74 nm. This means that for a gold-DQW interface or gold-GaAs interface, SPs
would only have e-1 = 37% of their original electric field after 74 nm. In other words, it will
be very difficult for such interface to extract or induce SPs through the use of a grating having
a periodicity of 295 nm: the SPs would simply not interact with the grating, thus not
diffracting.
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7.1.3. Light coupling
The previous sections explained why the SPs could not be extracted from the substrate,
thus preventing any SPs photoluminescence enhancement. Nonetheless, a weak protuberance
of negative variation in PL intensity can be observed at a wavevector corresponding to the
grating’s periodicity (see Figure 6.4/Appendix XX). It is well known that gratings with
periodicity under half the wavelength of the incoming beam cannot diffract that light, except
for some special cases of sub-wavelength gratings diffracting in the zeroth order, which is not
the case here. Let’s recall that the x-axis in the graph of Figure 6.4 represents the difference
between the surface plasmon polariton wavevector and the projected wavevector of the light
(6.1). In Figure 6.4, reduction of the PL signal at s(Δk) ~ 63.8µm-1 suggests that (3.25) is
fulfilled for the incoming PL light, but not be for the extraction of SPs.
To physically understand this subwavelength coupling of the incoming light, the
surface charge and electric field interactions have to be studied. When the P-polarized (TM)
wave
encounters the sub-wavelength grating, it
cannot be diffracted. However the P-polarized
part of its electric field induces surface charges
at the metal-semiconductor interface, due to
the change of signs in the dielectric constants.
When the wavevectors projections (3.25) and
the energies (3.28) are matched, SPs can be
generated.

These surface polaritons do not

propagate very far before being dissipated into
heat by the substrate (Appendix XXV),
Nonetheless their possible generation, when
conditions (3.25) and (3.28) are met as in

Generation of SPs from
Appendix XX, lead to a decrease of the total Figure 7.1
substrate emission
exitance, measured in PL irradiance.
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7.2. Preliminary conclusions

7.2.1. Extent of SPs applications
Surface plasmons assisted photoluminescence drop and enhancement has been
observed in different experiments and for different setups, but very little physical explanation
could be given in all these experiments [54-57, 62-64]. Following prototype 1 experiments
and calculations of the physical processes implied in SPs assisted PL, it is now possible to
comprehend the physics behind the phenomena, thus allowing an important perspective on its
application for nanobiophotonics. This section explain the physics behind all the typical SPs
assisted PL setups and presents the possible applications for the biodiagnostics program
carried out by the Quantum Semiconductor group at Université de Sherbrooke.
One of the first clear case of SPs PL enhancements experiment was presented by N.E.
Hecker & cie in 98-99 [55, 63]. A 15 nm gold layer is evaporated on a square photoresist
grating of 541 nm periodicity. The whole system is built on a 55 nm deep AlGaAs-GaAs QW
microstructure.
PL excitation is made with a 754 nm laser
source. The team claims to detect SPs resonance
by observing PL enhancement at 21o from the
surface normal.

Using those parameters, it’s

possible to extract complete SPs characteristics
from the system, similarly to the analysis carried
out for our case, as explained in previous
Appendixes. Eventough photoresist presence in
the grating interstices do help SPs propagation

Figure 7.2 Schematic of [55, 63] setup:
Enhanced pump adsorption

on the
surface, SPs of energy corresponding to the QW have a very large projected wavevector. This
induces a penetration depth smaller than the distance of the QW from the gold interface.
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Propagation length of the SPs corresponding to the QW energy is several times below the
grating periodicity and these SPs would not couple to surface corrugation and could not be
extracted through that mean. Observed spontaneous emission enhancement from QW under
the grating region is due to enhanced 754 nm laser pump adsorption, as in the Stuart and Hall
case [74]. PL enhancement is then effectively SPs assisted, but it’s the interaction between
the grating structure and the excitation laser that allows extra transmission, as demonstrated in
[75, 76]. This explanation of Hecker’s results was first hypothesised by Gontijo [62], and can
be numerically confirmed here.

This setup is of mitigate usefulness for the Quantum

Semiconductor group biodiagnostic’s program: the SPs are used to enhance the LED quantum
efficiency, but are not extracted. The important point to note here is that those SPs are at the
energy corresponding to the excitation laser, not at the LED’s. Figure 7.2 setup allows SPs to
be used as extra excitation source, not as surface probes.
Okamoto & al have recently showed the SPs enhancement at a silver-InGaN interface
[57]. The group evaporates 40 nm thick silver layer on the top of a InGaN QW with GaN
spacers varying
from 10nm to 150 nm. The QW lies on a sapphire
substrate and excitation is made from the back of
the sample, through the sapphire layer, using a 405
nm laser. The group shows that coupling between
the InGaN QW and the SPs of corresponding
energy induces enhancement of the internal
quantum efficiency. They also claim that the 20
Figure 7.3 Schematic of [57] setup.
Enhanced internal quantum efficiency
extract light from the SP mode, induced by excitons coupling, which is theoretically verifiable

nm surface roughness of the metal layer allows to

using the previously shown calculations. In fact, it is only possible when using the setup they
utilise: the metal thickness they use is high enough to completely prohibit coupling between
the SPs of air-silver and silver-GaN interfaces. The resulting small projected wavevector,
combined with the long propagation length of these SPs at the silver-GaN interface allows for
interactions between the QW and the related SPs of the interface.
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Since the SPs propagating length can extend several micrometers, the 20 nm
corrugation could extract the SPs mode. The setup can be very useful for horizontal LED
applications, but presents problems for biodiagnostics.

The key limitation lies in the

excitation made from behind and the large metal thickness (> 30 nm) deposited. Gontijo et al.
have made a very similar experiment, but with a 8 nm thin layer of silver [62]. Eventough
their QW is very close to the surface, the poor roughness of the silver film is insufficient to
induce extraction of SPs. Clearly, deposited biomolecules on the surface would be completely
uncoupled to the QW below as the metal film thickness is too large.
Utilisation of gold thin film atop GaAs heterostructures can then be resumed in the
following: SPs are generated at the interface between gold and GaAs and can couple with
excitons within the SPs field. On bulk GaAs, SPs act as strong NRRC, but as the exciton
source exits the SPs field, little SPs are generated this way and the two quasi-particles stop
coupling. If free light coupling isn’t induced, regular optics can predict the PL output. This
aspect is confirmed by the Okamoto et al. experiment [57], measurements on bulk GaAs vs.
the DQW heterostructure or as shown in Appendix XX, for wavevectors other than the
grating’s. As the excitons source (i.e. QW) approaches the surface, one needs to extract the
coupled plasmons in order to recover the PL signal. This can be accomplished by a grating or
with surface roughness. The SPs propagation length plays a critical role in this diffraction: it
is related to the metal and substrate absorption coefficients at the given SPs energy and the
projected wavevector on the surface. Due to their inherent optical properties, the gold-GaAs
interface absorption coefficient is twice stronger than the silver-GaN interface (at their
respective emitting energies), leading to propagation lengths orders of magnitude higher for
the second silver-GaN interface.
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In most cases, the use of a grating deposited directly on a semiconductor or LED
substrate requires a strong dielectric overlayer atop the metal. This can be accomplished with
a Langmuir-Blodgett series of 22-tricosenoic acid films (εr > 4 [77]), in order to lower the
projected wavevector, thus increasing the propagation length so the SPs of the interface can
interact with the grating [78, 79]. This is of course of little use in the biodiagnostic case, when
one would want the metal layer to interact with the biomolecules and not cutting the whole
system from environment interactions. The other options is to scatter coupled SPs with a
thick metal layer so it’s surface roughness can induce important spectral density function over
the propagation length of the SPs. It wouldn’t be possible to use thin film roughness, since
when d<30 nm (for gold), SPs from the two sides of the metal layer couple and increase
considerably their projected wavevectors. Scattering of such SPs becomes unlikely by simple
surface roughness. So, by using a thick metal overlayer, one has to excite PL signal from the
bottom of the sample, since very little light could pass through the film. This kind of setup is
not useful for biodiagnostic measurements as it isolates the optical system from its
environment.
7.2.2. First prototype’s conclusions
After the fabrication, calibration and measurement of this first prototype, it has been
observed that the resulting QW PL signal was mostly unchanged at the grating region. The
slight modification in PL intensity is attributed to the weak QW PL signal coupling with the
grating, which can only support SPs of certain wavevectors.

The applications for

nanobiodetection have to meet Section 4.1 requirements, that is: Open device, gold end,
substrate source and SPs output signal. The first prototype studied does not meet the last item:
no SPs are extracted.
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The realization of this first experiment shows that having a small projected wavevector
is the key to meet Section 4.1 requirements. The second prototype was designed to meet this
condition. It is easy to realize from bulk approximation (3.17) that by adding an adaptive
dielectric layer under the gold should significantly decrease the projected wavevector, thus
allow a longer propagation length and a longer SPs tail to interact with the biomolecules.
After re-evaluating all SPs properties for the second prototype configuration, confirming that
fundamental problems of Prototype 1 would not be encountered, fabrication of Prototype 2
was launched.
7.3. Second prototype’s experiment

7.3.1. SPs interaction with the grating
Appendix XXI shows normalized PL intensity for different spectral densities,
corresponding to the 375 nm grating. Note that the SP wavevector (16.9 µm-1) is much
smaller in this case than in the first prototype (63.8 µm-1). This reflects an interaction with the
first harmonic of the grating, as expected from (3.25) and Appendixes VII and XVII. As in
the previous case, the relative PL intensity variation is negative, showing a lower PL signal for
the grating resonance. The utilized periodicity is still too small to diffract the PL light in a
classical way. Interaction of light with the grating is as described in Section 7.1.3. The drop
in relative PL is even deeper than in the first prototype and is attributed to a stronger coupling
with the first harmonic than with the third. Results of Appendixes XVI and XVII, in relative
intensity of wavevector injection, reflect that explanation. It is also possible to observe that, at
exactly 16.9 µm-1, the relative PL intensity is locally maximized. This structure in the results
is also observable in prototypes 2.1 and 2.2, from appendixes XXII and XXIII respectively,
and only appears at the grating’s wavevector. This reflects a SPs extraction. The total
interaction (SPs injection – Substrate light coupling) is negative for prototypes 2.0 and 2.1 but
is slightly positive for prototype 2.2. This will be analysed in the following sections. Finally,
note that prototype 1.0 does not show this local maximum: Light couples in but no SPs are
extracted, for the reasons explained previously.
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So, the PL light does interact with the grating to generate SPs, as described in Section
7.1.3. After measurements of prototype 2.0, the relevant question arising is: why is the total
interaction (SPs injection – Substrate light coupling) negative ? Therefore, as in Section 7.1
the first important value to consider is the propagation length of the SPs at the Prototype 2
interface. Calculated values of the propagation length for the second prototype are plotted as
a function of the energy, in Appendix XXVI. In this case, the propagation length of 4 µm is
orders of magnitude longer than at Prototype 1 interface. A long propagation length was
indeed expected, since the dielectric constants of the materials surrounding the metal layer are
much smaller than the semiconductor’s. This is reflected by the relatively small amplitude of
the real wavevector presented at Appendix VII. Moreover, the dielectrics present an almost
negligible absorption for the corresponding energy (see Appendix I): The damping factor
only comes from the gold itself. All these results still confirms that SPs generated at the
Prototype 2 interface should propagate through many periodicities of the grating: thus having
many chances of being extracted.
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7.3.2. SPs diffraction
SPs presence at the interface of Prototype 2 has been established, but even after all SPs
properties have been covered, still no explanations for the lack of SPs extraction could be
given. One element that still needs to be considered is the extraction process of the SPs itself.
Most publications of SPs extraction using light [54-57, 62-64] give little to no explanations of
the actual physical process taking place for (3.25) to be satisfied. How can a surface bound
wave be ejected from the surface? What are the critical elements in this extraction process ?
The basis behind SPs extraction is through
diffraction of the surface wave on the encountered
grating grooves.

The SPs fields (E and H) are

scattered on the corrugation which construct the
extracted light. The out-of-plane wavevector comes
from these scattering elements and it is easy to
understand, qualitatively, how the grating periodicity Figure 7.4 SPs extraction through
corrugation grating.
can play an important role in the extracted angle.
To understand the relative importance of the critical elements implied in this process, the
diffraction equation of SPs, in transmission mode (light coming from behind), has to be found.
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Let’s first consider the semi-infinite case of a metal-dielectric interface, with
respective dielectric indices ε1 and ε2, and apply the coupling factors afterwards.

As

explained in Section 3.3, the surface corrugation is defined as z = S(x) and its corresponding
ϖ
ϖ
Fourier transform S( x ) ↔ s( k x ). In a similar way,
ϖϖ
ρ ϖ
E ( r ) ↔ e (k )
ϖϖ
ϖϖ
D( r ) ↔ d (k )
ϖϖ
ϖϖ
H (r ) ↔ h (k )

(7.1)
Figure 7.5 Semi-infinite case of
metal-dielectric interface.

Where the symbol ↔ is used to represent the Fourier transform relation
ϖϖ
ϖ
ϖ
ϖ
f ( k , ω ) = ( 2π ) − 3 ⋅ ∫ F ( r , t ) ⋅ e i ( k οr − ω ⋅ t ) ο∂r ⋅ ∂t ,

ϖ
ϖ
and k is the 3D wavevector, but k x represents the in-plane wavevectors, kx and ky. Here E,
D and H are the SPs fields defined as in Section 3.3. The diffracted fields are denoted as

ϖ
ϖ
ρ ϖ
ϖ
ϖ 2 ⋅π
e ( k (n ) ) , where k x ( n ) = k x ( 0) + ng , (n) being the diffraction order and g ≈
⋅ xˆ . The
P
diffracted fields emitting radiative solutions are the ones making photon emission possible and
correspond to measurable signal. In other words, the fields are to be proportional to:
ϖ
ϖ
(7.2)
exp i ( k z 2 ( n ) ⋅ z + k x ( n ) ⋅ rxy )
1/ 2

When k z 2

(n)

⎛ ⎛ ω ⎞2 ϖ 2 ⎞
= ⎜ ε 2 ⎜ ⎟ − k x (n) ⎟
⎜ ⎝c⎠
⎟
⎝
⎠

∈ ℜ , as opposed to SPs kz’s. (7.3)

Where (7.2) represents a free electromagnetic wave propagating in dielectric 2. Now, it is
⎛ ∂S ∂S ⎞ ⎛ ∂S
⎞
possible to define a normal vector of the surface, nˆ = ⎜⎜ , ,1⎟⎟ = ⎜ ,0,1⎟ , so that
⎠
⎝ ∂x ∂y ⎠ ⎝ ∂x
boundary conditions can be resumed as:
ϖ
ϖ
ΔE ^ nˆ = 0, ΔH ^ nˆ = 0

(7.4)
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Where ΔE is utilized to represent Eε1(x,y,z,t)- Eε2(x,y,z,t) for the different dielectric functions,
thus boundaries. Similar expression can be written for the magnetic field. Using Maxwell’s
equations in unpolarized non magnetic material:
ϖ
ϖ ϖ ε i ∂Ei
∇^ H i = ⋅
c ∂t
ϖ
ϖ ϖ
1 ∂H i
∇^ Ei = − ⋅
c ∂t
ϖ
ϖ ϖ
ϖ
∇ ο(ε i ⋅ E i ) = ∇ ο H i = 0

(7.5)

it is possible to develop (7.4) in a set of equations:
S

ΔE x ( 0 ) =

S

∂
iω
⋅ Δ ∫ E z ( z ) ⋅ dz − ⋅ Δ ∫ H y ( z ) ⋅ dz
∂x
c
0
S

ΔE y ( 0 ) =

(7.6a )

0

∂
⋅ Δ E z ( z ) ⋅ dz Μ
∂y ∫

(7.6b)

0

ΔH x (0) = 0

(7.6c)
S

iω
ΔH y (0) = − ⋅ Δ ∫ D x ( z ) ⋅ dz
c

(7.6d )

0

where the time dependence has been suppressed and Ey = Hx = Hz = 0 at the interface for the
SPs propagating along the x-axis. Results, done in the microwave regime, were presented in
[80] and corroborates (7.6). Therefore, if we define the surface as:
∞

ϖ ϖ
S ( x ) = ∑ C ( n ) ⋅ cos(ng ⋅ x )

(7.7)

n

it becomes possible to evaluate the amplitude of hy2(n) of the P-polarized (TM) diffracted field,
using a perturbation approach, as described in many optics handbooks like [81] , in the
amplitude of (7.6) by the roughness S(x).
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ϖ
We find, for k x = k x , C(n) << λQW and C(n) << P

(

)

h y 2 (n) k x (n) =

)

(

(

)

⎤
k x (n)
− iω ( n ) (ε 2 − ε 1 ) ⎡ k z1( n )
( 0)
(n)
C
e
k
⋅
⋅
⋅⎢
⋅ x
−
⋅ d z ( 0) k x ( n ) ⎥
x
2⋅c
ε1 ⋅ ε 2
D0 k x ( n ) ⎣⎢ ε 1
⎥⎦

(

)

(7.8)

where D0 correspond to (3.15), kzi is expressed in (3.16) and is complex
Analogous results were presented by Heitmann for fast electrons on modulated surfaces [82].
Equation (7.8) presents the important variables in the diffraction of P-polarized light, and how
they interact with each other. Now, say we utilize an interface like Prototype 2, where the
dielectric functions are defined as in Figure 4.3. The light is emitted from the substrate and
has to pass through both silicon dioxide and the 10 nm gold layer to couple with SPs atop the
grating. To evaluate the relative transmitted intensity in photon emission of the SPs from the
first harmonic of the grating, (7.8) is calculated for n=0 and n=1 and the ratio is taken:

( )

h y 2 (1)

2

2

(

)

⎛ ω ⋅ C (1) ⎞ k z 3(1) ⋅ ε 1
⎟ ⋅
T k x (1) =
⋅ T k x ( 0) ⋅ f
=⎜
(
0
)
⎜
⎟
2
c
2
⋅
⎝
⎠ k z1 ⋅ ε 3
h y 2 ( 0)

( ) ⋅ (k x

ε − ε2 c
⋅ ⋅ D0 k x (1)
With f = 3
ε3 ⋅ε2 ω

−1

(1)

⋅ kx

( 0)

+ k z1(1)

⋅ k z2

( 0)

(7.9)

)

2

(7.10)

( )

Here, T k x (0) is the standard transmission of the P-polarized wave, as shown in Appendix VI
and calculated in Appendix V. C(1) = (Δ/π) is the first coefficient in (7.7). Note that f is the
SPs interface coupling between a bulk gold layer and the dielectric 3 for trapped and
diffracted SPs.
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Nonetheless, this f has to be adapted for thin films (< 30nm for gold), since a part of the
diffracted wave is reflected at the SiO2 / Semiconductor interface and re-enters the system.
Therefore, for a complete description (7.11) should be used in (7.9):

f =

( ( ))

(ε 3 − ε 2 )

( ( ))

2

⎡ k z 2 (1) ⋅ k z 2 ( 0)
⎤
k x (1) ⋅ k x ( 0)
(1)
⋅⎢
⋅ 1− r kx
+
⋅ 1 + r k x (1) ⎥ ,
ε2
ε1
2k x (1) ⎣⎢
⎥⎦

(7.11)

where r is the Fresnel reflection coefficient, which can also be found using Appendix V
matrices methods.
So, all those calculations lead to the theoretical relation between the transmitted wave,
extracted through SPs and important variables of the studied geometry.

By roughly

simplifying equations (7.9), we find that for a given interface:

( )

T k x (1)

α

(ηω )2 ⋅ (Δ )2 ⋅ T (k x (0) )

(7.12)

The normalized PL extraction coming from the SPs extraction is proportional to the squared
of the SPs energy, the squared groove height (denoted as Δ in section 4.3) and the system
transitivity (which is dependent on Δ as well). For high SPs energy, like those induced with
electron beam excitation in the early years of SPs research, a relatively small groove height Δ
would be sufficient to extract the SPs of the surface. When a visible laser is utilized to
generate SPs, as in many ATR or Kretshmann like setups, the required groove indentation is
already much higher: For example, when Gontijo et al tried to induce SPs with a thin 8 nm
layer of silver [62], the corresponding S(x) was too small, and the modest C(1) induced was
not large enough for the required SPs energy: SPs could no be extracted. In the case of

( )

Prototype 2, Δ = 5 nm had been chosen so that T k x ( 0) would be strong enough. On the other
hand, it seems this Δ is too small for the 1.51 eV energy of the SPs and no strong diffraction
phenomena could be measured from this (E.Δ)2 product. Greater grooves indentations should
be used for infrared SPs assisted PL.
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T(kx(1)) imply a product between Δ2 and the system transitivity, T(kx(0)), which is
proportional to an exponentially decreasing function of Δ, from the attenuation in the gold
layer. Thus, it should be possible to find an optimal groove thickness for a given surface
plasmon energy. To do so, it is possible to simply find the maximum of (7.12) at fixed energy
of 1.51 eV.

( )

T k x (1)

( )

∂T k x (1)
∂Δ

α

α

⎛
⎞
''
⎜ − 4 ⋅π ⋅ nGold ⎟
⋅
Δ
⎜
⎟
λQW
⎟
2 ⎜⎝
⎠
(Δ ) ⋅ e

⎞
⎛
⎞
⎛
''
''
⎜ − 4⋅π ⋅ nGold ⎟
⎜ − 4⋅π ⋅nGold ⎟
⋅
Δ
⋅
Δ
⎟⎟
⎜
⎟⎟
⎜⎜
''
λQW
λQW
2 ⎜⎝
⎠ ⋅ 4 ⋅ π ⋅ nGold
⎠
⎝
2Δ ⋅ e
− (Δ ) ⋅ e
λQW

Δ opt =

λQW
''
2 ⋅ π ⋅ nGold

= 24 nm ( at 1.51eV )

(7.13)

Where Δopt is the optimal groove height, λQW the wavelength of the light emitted by the
''
the complex part of the reflective index of gold, found in Appendix I.
substrate and nGold

At a given energy, the SPs diffraction intensity on the interface mainly dependents on
two factors: First, the grooves height, where deeper grooves will tend to diffract more light
(given the approximations that Δ << λ and Δ << P). Second, the system transmitivity, where a
good transmission through the film will imply more SPs injection into the grating and a poor
transmitivity means less SPs coupling. The maximum of the excitation-extraction product is
found at (7.13) and corresponds to a groove thickness of 24 nm for the 1.51 eV QW system
utilised in this experiment.
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7.3.3. Experiments on SP diffraction
After derivation of the previous section, it was decided to explore the effects of the
grooves height on the resulting light coupling and SP extraction. Prototypes 2.0, 2.1 and 2.2
were built using the same process, but with grating indentation of 5 nm, 10 nm and finally 20
nm. Measurements were presented in Figures 6.4 through 6.6 and in Appendix XXI through
XXIII. As mentioned previously, in all three samples, it is possible to observe the coupling
between the substrate PL light and the grating and to measure SPs extractions at the predicted
wavevector. By looking at the relative intensities, it is possible to get information on the
nature of the interaction (SP extraction minus PL light coupling). Figure 7.6 presents the
measured coupling ratios for light and for the extracted SPs.

Figure 7.6 Light interactions for different groove heights, from prototypes 2.0, 2.1 and 2.2.
Coupling ratio is measured by normalizing the ratio of the PL intensity in the region of light
coupling and at the grating wavevector for the SPs extraction ratio. This measurement is
plotted against Δ2 to picture more clearly the relation with the evaluations done in (7.12).
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This coupling ratio is measured by normalizing the ratio of the PL intensity in the
region of light coupling and at the grating wavevector for the SPs extraction ratio. Note
experimental results of figure 7.6 are plotted against Δ2 to picture more clearly the relation
with the theoretical evaluations done in (7.12). This shows that, at the grating wavevector kG,
the SPs interactions are clearly proportional to Δ2. The light interactions with the grating
slightly outside kG (in the local minimum) present a dependence in Δt, with t < 2. This is due
to the stronger effect of the metal thickness on this incident light than on the surface light.
Unfortunately, calculations of (7.12) and (7.13) were only accomplished after the fabrication
of the last two prototypes, so that no measures could be done for grooves higher than 24 nm,
where a point of inflection in Figure 7.6 is predicted.
7.3.4. Second prototype’s conclusions
Following the first prototype experiment, it was decided that an underlayer, consisting
of a relatively low index dielectric, should be deposited on the grating and the emitting
substrate in order to diminish the in-plane wavevector. The idea was that i) the SPs would
travel through many grating periodicities, thus enhancing the extraction probabilities and ii)
having a smaller wavevector allows utilization of the first order diffraction of the grating. The
second prototype was built and calibrated by always keeping in mind that it would have to
meet Section 4.1 requirements of the open device with a gold layer surface, substrate-based
source and SPs output signal, necessary to nanobiodetection by SPs assisted PL.
It was observed that the resulting device was showing a weak modification in PL
intensity ratio corresponding to the grating wavevector. As in the previous case, this is
attributed to the substrate PL signal coupling to SP modes at the metal grating-dielectric
interface. At the given energy, these modes correspond to SPs of certain wavevectors. The
drop in intensity being larger than in the previous prototype case shows a stronger efficiency
in coupling light at this first grating harmonic. Even with all the precautions taken to optimise
the SPs properties, no SPs seemed to be extracted from the gold-dielectric interface.
Most publications about SPs extraction using light [54-57, 62-64] give little to no
explanations of the actual physical process taking place for (3.25) to be satisfied. After this
analysis, it was found that the relative transmission of SPs diffraction on a coupled interface is
described by (7.9). When the SPs generation with PL light requires (3.25) and (3.28) to be
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met, those SPs criterion for extraction (and for the creation as well) is described by (7.9). It
has been observed that these criterions strongly depend on the product of the SPs energy and
the groove indentation (E.Δ)2, to be observed transitively. Therefore, for low SPs energy,
deeper grating grooves are required to obtain a measurable intensity of the SPs extraction.
The opposite also applies: shallow grooves can diffract efficiently SPs of higher energies
(when excited by visible light or, even better, with electron beam).
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8. CONCLUSIONS
Biodiagnostic presents an important opportunity and a challenge for a modern society

working on improvement of healthcare or security systems.

It is a ground where the

interaction of different sciences (biology, chemistry, physics and material engineering) is
required for delivering meaningful results. The Quantum Semiconductor (QS) Group’s field
of research has been briefly presented in order to provide a point of reference for the proposed
Master’s project. The general idea of the project concerns the fabrication of a solid state,
quantum semiconductor nanotechnology based biodetector. The final device would be surface
functionalized to detect the presence of biomolecules where the probed optical signal comes
from the extraction of SPs extraction. The source of SPs excitation (photoluminescence)
comes from the substrate itself and couples with the metal-dielectric interface. Such a novel
approach would open many possibilities to the biodiagnostics domain, from the fully
integrated design based on surface functionalization and SP measurements. Recall that the
presented architecture promises a simple fabrication process offering the benefits of integrated
microstructures: miniaturisation, mass fabrication and easy operation. The architectures are
open to environment to allow a continuous probing, are self-referential systems and offer
potential for parallelism, allowing high-throughput screening.
An overview of the current biosensing field of research reveals that most successful
approaches involves a functionalization of the surface that can be achieved by using self
assembled monolayers (SAMs) of thiols. Their strong binding energies and terminal function
group can be used to attach or displace adventitious organic materials at the surface.
Combined with their small dimensions and organic nature, the SAMs are ideal candidates for
building a link between metal/semiconductor surface and biological molecules to be detected.
Moreover, SAM can be the first brick of a more complex construction that can end with a
specific monoclonal antibody, implying molecular selectivity of the detecting system.
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Gold was selected to build the interface between the PL emitting semiconductor and
the organic layer (SAM based) because it is easy to obtain, to pattern, because it is inert and
does not oxidise easily. Its optical properties are well known, since the material has been used
in many optical setups throughout the last centuries. Most of all, gold is biocompatible and
has been traditionally employed as a substrate for the characterisation of thiols. Therefore,
SAM chemical properties on gold are well known and the binding of thiols SAM on gold is
very strong.

The formation of SPs at the metal-dielectric interface presents a great

opportunity: in addition to serve as a very good substrate for SAM growth, the thin metal layer
can support localized electromagnetic fields, the surface plasmon polariton, which are
extremely sensitive to surface states. In fact, the most sensitive commercially available
apparatus are based on SPs.
The presented master’s project has focused on the investigation of the influence of
gold-semiconductor architectures on the intensity of PL emission from GaAs/AlGaAs QW
microstructures. As explained previously this experiment differs from others carried out in
this area: in-situ PL excitation is used to generate the SPs, which can probe the surface of the
device, e.g. the device is active. Other SP technologies are passive, as they measure the
modulation of an external signal (like a laser) induced by SP absorption. Although these
setups can be very sensitive to surface events, they do not take full advantage of SPs
properties since they probe an indirect effect of SPs presence. Basic goals have to be met in
order to build an efficient device compatible with the QS group view: The device needs to be
open to environment, the gold layer has to interact with this environment so that SPs,
generated from the substrate (Bulk, QW or NCs), can be extracted and measured. This new
method has the potential to offer advantages in sensitive detection of targeted biomolecules
trapped at its surface, through refractive index and surface charge changes induced. It also
promises enhanced bonding between the substrate and the thiols SAMs, which is the
foundation of the biodetector itself.
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The current project explored two approaches for active utilization of SPs with
semiconductors. In the first one, we attempted to induce SPs by coupled excitons or from
standard PL light.

Although induction by free light was found to be possible at the

corresponding grating wavevector, introduction of SPs from excitons could not be achieved
mainly because of the QW location being deeper than the SP penetration tail. Also, SPs could
not be extracted at the predicted wavevector because the propagation length of the SPs on the
surface was much smaller than the grating periodicity. This last effect was mainly due to the
high refractive index and absorption index of the semiconductor compared to air.
The second approach involved the introduction of a dielectric underlayer between the
metal and the semiconductor. Such a non-absorbing and low dielectric constant layer was
utilized to diminish the SP surface wavevector, in order to increase the propagation length of
the surface plasmon polaritons at the interface. The use of SPs with low wavevectors allows
the application of much larger periodicities for a defined diffracted order. As expected, the
use of the gold grating’s first harmonic seemed to enhance the SP injection from the QW PL
light, but still those quasi-particles could not be extracted in the predicted way: a PL signal of
reduced intensity was observed instead of the expected enhancement at the grating first
harmonic wavevector. Looking at the fundamental analysis of SP extraction at a grating
interface, it was demonstrated that the product between the SP energy and the grating grooves
plays a critical role in the surface wave diffraction phenomena. This last result confirmed that
our second prototype had the correct horizontal geometry to couple free light into SPs, but
would requires increased groove height to extract efficiently infra-red SPs. This was verified
afterward using two other variations of the second prototype, where groove heights were
increased from 5 nm up to 20 nm. These last results clearly showed an increase in both light
coupling and in SP extraction, according to the predicted squared law.
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Surface plasmons at metal-semiconductor interface can play a significant role in
advanced nanobiodetection as the SP properties are ideal for surface sensing. This work
presented important contributions in the determination, through experimental results and a
second round of theoretical analysis, of optimal parameters for SP-PL infrared coupling on the
integrated gold-semiconductor biosensor architecture. Critical parameters where recognized
and their inter-relations established: for a substrate of GaAs-AlGaAs DQW (1.51 eV
excitation source), an optimal configuration is found for a 350 nm layer of SiO2 capped with a
10 nm layer of gold on which a grating of periodicity 375 nm (multiplied by the harmonic
utilised) with groove height of 24 nm is patterned.

The whole surface is to be

biofunctionalized by a biotinylated alkanethiol, avidin and biotinylated monoclonal antibodies
for optimal selectivity. This new avenue is worth exploring considering the promising results
and effects on the global biosensor which efficiency and sensitivity could be significantly
enhanced. .
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APPENDIX I: Optical properties of different materials

Real part of the refractive index of SiO2, Si3N4 and PMMA950 dielectrics as a function of energy. Note the Si3N4 values have been
multiplied by 2/3 in the presented graph. The utilised values were, at 1.51 eV: SiO2 = 1.4530, Si3N4 = 2.0083 and PMMA950 = 1.4926.
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Imaginary part of the refractive index of SiO2, Si3N4 and PMMA950 dielectrics as a function of energy. For the studied range of
energies, the imaginary parts of the refractive index were taken to be zero for all the dielectrics.
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Real part of the refractive index of GaAs and Al0.497Ga0.509As semiconductors as a function of energy. The utilised values were, at
1.51 eV: GaAs = 3.6690 and Al0.497Ga0.509As = 3.2876.
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Imaginary part of the refractive index of GaAs and Al0.497Ga0.509As semiconductors as a function of energy. The utilised values were,
at 1.51 eV: GaAs = 0.0815 and Al0.497Ga0.509As = 0.
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Real part of the refractive index of gold, for different deposition technique, as a function of energy [50, 51]. The utilised value was, at
1.51 eV: Thin gold film e-beam evaporated = 0.4229
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Imaginary part of the refractive index of gold, for different deposition technique, as a function of energy [50, 51]. The utilised value
was, at 1.51 eV: Thin gold film e-beam evaporated = 5.3505
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APPENDIX II: Heterostructure PL properties
Example of transition energy calculation

All units are in eV, m, sec & Kelvin.
a) With respect to temperature, energy gaps are given to be:
restart;
EGaAsT:=EGaAs-5.405*10^(-4)*T^2/(204+T):
EAlGaAsT:=EAlGaAs-5.405*10^(-4)*T^2/(204+T):
For conditions where:
T:=295:
x:=0.5:
EGaAs:=1.519:
EAlGaAs:=1.519+1.155*x+0.37*x^2:
We find:
EGaAsT295K:=EGaAs-5.405*10^(-4)*T^2/(204+T);
EAlGaAsT295K:=EAlGaAs-5.405*10^(-4)*T^2/(204+T);
EGaA sT295K := 1.424737450

EA lGaA sT295K := 2.094737450

>

b)
delta_Gap295K:=EAlGaAsT295K-EGaAsT295K;
delta_Ec:=0.802*delta_Gap295K;
delta_Ev:=0.198*delta_Gap295K;
delta_Gap295K := .670000000

delta_Ec := .5373400000

delta_Ev := .1326600000
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c) For direction (001) we have:
mGaAs:=0.0635*mo;
mAlAs:= 0.15*mo:
mAlGaAs:=0.5*mAlAs+0.5*mGaAs;

mGaA s := .635e-1*mo

mA lGaA s := .10675*mo

>

d) From this it becomes possible to evaluate the energies within the QW from the conduction
band:
eqn1:=cos(kappa*a/2)=(1+(rho*mGaAs/(kappa*mAlGaAs))^2)^(-1/2):
Where,

Vo:=delta_Ec:
hbar:=6.582118*10^(-16):
c:=2.99792*10^8:
T:=295:
x:=0.0.5:
mo:=0.510998*10^6/c^2:
rho:=sqrt(2*mAlGaAs*(E)/hbar^2);
kappa:=sqrt(2*mGaAs*(Vo-(E))/hbar^2);
The effective width of the wells are known:
#a1:=4.25*10^(-9):
#a2:=6.6*10^(-9):
a1:=3*10^(-9):
a2:=7*10^(-9):
From this point, it is possible to evaluate the energy of the first transition within the wells:
rho := 1673874281.*sqrt(E)

k appa := sqrt(.8955723690e18-.1666677279e19*E)

>
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For QW1 , we find:
eqn2 := cos(kappa*a1/2)=(1+(rho*mGaAs/(kappa*mAlGaAs))^2)^(-1/2):
EnQW1_e:=solve(eqn2,E);
For QW2 , we find:
eqn3 := cos(kappa*a2/2)=(1+(rho*mGaAs/(kappa*mAlGaAs))^2)^(-1/2):
EnQW2_e:=solve(eqn3,E);
EnQW1_e := .3561155991

EnQW2_e := .4747211658

>

Note that these energies are evaluated from the "top" of the wells. To find the energy level
from the bottom of the well, we need to substract the En values to the conduction band energy,
.53734

:
delta_Ec =
delta_Ec:=.53734:
delta_QW1_e:=delta_Ec-EnQW1_e;
delta_QW2_e:=delta_Ec-EnQW2_e;
delta_QW1_e := .1812244009

delta_QW2_e := .626188342e-1

>

f) Similarly, it is possible to evaluate the first level of energy in the valence band:
restart;
eqn1:=cos(kappa*a/2)=(1+(rho*mGaAs/(kappa*mAlGaAs))^2)^(-1/2):
where,
delta_Ev:=.1326600000:
Vo:=delta_Ev;
hbar:=6.582118*10^(-16):
c:=2.99792*10^8:
T:=295:
x:=0.5:
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#for heavy holes:
mGaAs:=0.34965*mo;
mAlAs:=0.4717*mo:
mAlGaAs:=0.5*mAlAs+0.5*mGaAs;
mo:=0.510998*10^6/c^2:
rho:=sqrt(2*mAlGaAs*(E)/hbar^2);
kappa:=sqrt(2*mGaAs*(Vo-(E))/hbar^2);
The effective width of the wells are still:
#a1:=4.25*10^(-9):
#a2:=6.6*10^(-9):
a1:=3*10^(-9):
a2:=7*10^(-9):
Vo := .1326600000

mGaA s := .34965*mo

mA lGaA s := .410675*mo

rho := 3283129609.*sqrt(E)

k appa := sqrt(.1217450508e19-.9177223790e19*E)

>

For QW1:
eqn2:=cos(kappa*a1/2)=(1+(rho*mGaAs/(kappa*mAlGaAs))^2)^(-1/2):
EnQW1_h:=solve(eqn2,E);
For QW2:
eqn3:=cos(kappa*a2/2)=(1+(rho*mGaAs/(kappa*mAlGaAs))^2)^(-1/2):
EnQW2_h:=solve(eqn3,E);
EnQW1_h := .9045440089e-1

EnQW2_h := .1193449272
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>

Again, note that these energies are evaluated from the "top" of the well, for holes. To find the
energy value from the bottom of the well: i.e. valence band, it is necessary to substract En,
delta_Ev = 0.13266 eV
delta_Ev:=0.13266:
delta_QW1_h:=delta_Ev-EnQW1_h;
delta_QW2_h:=delta_Ev-EnQW2_h;
delta_QW1_h := .4220559911e-1

delta_QW2_h := .133150728e-1

>

g ) Energies of localized states in the conduction bad are higher than those in the valence
band. This is due to a combination of a greater effective mass from the holes in GaAs and
from a smaller well depth in the valence band than in the conduction band. It now becomes
possible to evaluate optical transition energies like n = 1 --> n = 1 by adding delta_QW_h
with delta_QW_e and by adding GaAs bandgap at 295K for the [001] transition, that is
approximatively 1.4247 eV.
For QW1 :
restart;
EGaAsT295K := 1.4247;
delta_QW1_h := .274038155e-1;
delta_QW1_e := .1220056633;
EQW1:=delta_QW1_h+delta_QW1_e+EGaAsT295K;
>

For QW2 ,
delta_QW2_e := .681211986e-1;
delta_QW2_h := .145766117e-1;
EQW2:=delta_QW2_h+delta_QW2_e+EGaAsT295K;
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The associated wavelengths, in nm, are:
lambda[QW1]:=1239.46/EQW1;
lambda[QW2]:=1239.46/EQW2;
EGaA sT295K := 1.4247

delta_QW1_h := .274038155e-1

delta_QW1_e := .1220056633

EQW1 := 1.574109479

delta_QW2_e := .681211986e-1

delta_QW2_h := .145766117e-1

EQW2 := 1.507397810

lambda[QW1] := 787.4039364

lambda[QW2] := 822.2514268

The evaluation of transitions energy is a vast and complex domain. The goal of this appendix
is merely to present a simple example of interband transitions calculations for the utilized
structure. Although calculated values are very close to experimentally measured ones, the
measured photoluminescent wavelengths are utilized in all calculations concerning SPs.
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PL spectra of the utilized heterostructure

Photoluminescence of the utilised AlGaAs-GaAs DQW heterostructure using different excitation sources. Note the bulk signal
intensity clearly reflects the penetration depth of the laser in the material.
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APPENDIX III: Solving the coupled SPs equation
Note that the Matlab Optimization toolbox is required to run this function.
function [ks,ws,hb] = solveqn

load 'nks.mat'
%Choice of Complex dielectric constants
%e1=(Air(:,2)+i*Air(:,3)).^2;
%Air side: Air
%e1=(PMMA_950(:,2)+i*PMMA_950(:,3)).^2; %Air side: electroresist
e1=((SiO2(:,2)+0.014)+i*SiO2(:,3)).^2; %Air side: Silicon oxide + CRN2 adaptation
e2=(Gold_type2(:,2)+i*Gold_type2(:,3)).^2; %Gold type 2: e-beam evap without thermal annealing
%e3=(GaAs(:,2)+i*GaAs(:,3)).^2; %Substrate side: Gallium Arsenide
%e3=(Al0491GaAs(:,2)+i*Al0491GaAs(:,3)).^2; %Substrate side: Aluminium Gallium Arsenide
%e3=sqrt((GaAs(:,2)+i*GaAs(:,3)).^4 + (Al0491GaAs(:,2)+i*Al0491GaAs(:,3)).^4) %Substrate
side: Effective index for 1:1 ratio of AlGaAs-GaAs
%e3=((SiO2(:,2)+0.014)+i*SiO2(:,3)).^2; %Substrate side: Silicon oxide + CRN2 adaptation
%e3=(Si3N4(:,2)+0.157+i*Si3N4(:,3)).^2; %Substrate side: Silicon Nitride + CRN2 adaptation
e3=(PMMA_950(:,2)+i*PMMA_950(:,3)).^2; %Substrate side: electroresist
%%Startup Constants:
hb=6.582119*10^(-16); %Plank constant over 2pi, in eV.s
c=2.99792458*10^8; %Speed of light in vaccum, in m/s
d0=[10 20 30]*1e-9; %metal thickness, in m
damp0=[1 1 1]; %Damping factor for the fminsearch function.
%_______________________________
%Let's find e1/e2/e3 function of w
[W,ind] = sort(Air(:,1)./hb);
%table reference
%Simple table lookup, to find the appropriate indices which are corresponding to w
e= @(wl)[e1(interp1(W,ind,wl)),e2(interp1(W,ind,wl)),e3(interp1(W,ind,wl))];
%Bulk approximation
k12_f=@(wl,et)(wl/c).*sqrt(et(:,1).*et(:,2)./(et(2)+et(:,1))); %interface 12
k23_f=@(wl,et)(wl/c).*sqrt(et(:,2).*et(:,3)./(et(:,3)+et(:,2))); %interface 23
k_ini = @(wl,m)k23_f(wl,e(wl))*1.1;

%reaffectation, to ease interface "switching"

g=@(kr,ki,wl,et)sqrt(et.*(wl/c).^2-(kr+i*ki).^2); % [ complex kz in material 1; complex kz SP
wavector; complex kz in material 2 ]
%Old reference to simpler function (approximations)
%z=abs(ep2*g3+ep3*g2); %for thick layers;
%%Function defined to use with fminsearch - Not converging correctly
%%eqn7 = @(gt,d,et)((gt(:,2)./et(:,2)+gt(:,1)./et(:,1)).* (gt(:,3)./et(:,3)+gt(:,2)./et(:,2)) +
(gt(:,2)./et(:,2)-gt(:,1)./et(:,1)).*(gt(:,3)./et(:,3)-gt(:,2)./et(:,2)).*exp(2*i*gt(:,2)*d))./1e14; %for thin
layers;
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%Function defined to use with fsolve
eqn7 = @(gt,d,et)[
real((gt(:,2)./et(:,2)+gt(:,1)./et(:,1)).*(gt(:,3)./et(:,3)+gt(:,2)./et(:,2))+(gt(:,2)./et(:,2)gt(:,1)./et(:,1)).*(gt(:,3)./et(:,3)-gt(:,2)./et(:,2)).*exp(2*i*gt(:,2)*d));...
imag((gt(:,2)./et(:,2)+gt(:,1)./et(:,1)).*(gt(:,3)./et(:,3)+gt(:,2)./et(:,2))+(gt(:,2)./et(:,2)gt(:,1)./et(:,1)).*(gt(:,3)./et(:,3)-gt(:,2)./et(:,2)).*exp(2*i*gt(:,2)*d))]./1e17; %for thin layers;

%Defining wanted "w" between 1 and 2 eV
ws=Air(53:84,1)/hb; %Frequencies, in Hz
for m=1:1:length(d0)
et = e(ws);
for n=1:1:length(ws)
[k,fval,exitflag] =
fsolve(@(k)eqn7(g(k(1),k(2),ws(n),et(n,:)),d0(m),et(n,:)),[real(k_ini(ws(n),m));imag(k_ini(ws(n),m))],
optimset('TolX',1e8,'TolFun',1e-10,'TypicalX', [real(k_ini(ws(n),m));imag(k_ini(ws(n),m))],
'DiffMaxChange',1e4, 'DiffMinChange',1e-10));
%k=fminbnd(@eqn7,k23,k23*damp0(m));
%if (exitflag ~= 1);k = [NaN,NaN];end
ks(n,m) = k(1)+i*k(2);
disp([m,n]);
end
end
%et = e(ws);
k12=k12_f(ws,et); %Bulk approx. interface 12
k23=k23_f(ws,et); %Bulk approx. interface 23
kl=(ws./c); %Light
figure;plot(real(ks)*1e-6,ws*hb,'-*',real(k12)*1e-6,ws*hb,real(k23)*1e-6, ws*hb,
real(kl.*sqrt(et(:,1)))*1e-6, ws*hb);
figure;plot(real(ks*1e-6),hb*ws,'-*',0.5./imag(ks*1e-6),hb*ws,'-x');
%[EoF]
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APPENDIX IV: SPs solution for Prototype 1

Surface plasmons energy versus their corresponding projected wavevectors for the first prototype architecture. The coupled
transcendental equation (3.24) is solved for different metal tickness.
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APPENDIX V: Transmission matrices

clear all;
load 'nks.mat'
hb=6.582119*10^(-16); %eV.s
c=2.99792458*10^8; %m/s
for p=1:1:5;
if p==1; v=39; f=1;
elseif p==2; v=45; f=cosd(45); %Green laser in PLM-150 hits the substrate at 45o
elseif p==3; v=55; f=1;
elseif p==4; v=70; f=1;
elseif p==5; v=78; f=1;
end;
%Where the v's correspond to the following energies:
%v=70; %1.51 eV AlGaAs
%v=78; %1.42 eV GaAs
%v=55; %1.98 eV He-Ne
%v=45; %2.32 eV Green: YaG2
%v=39; %2.62 ev Blue: Yag3
E=Air(v,1); %eV
lambda=2*pi*c*hb/E; %m
ko=2*pi/lambda;
d=10e-9./f;
b=100e-9./f; %2000 rpm PMMA_950 2% HMW
%At first, let's approximate a quasi-normal incidence of the light. In
%reality, the PL ouput is a distribution ~uniform in cos(theta)
%Schematics: -oo n1 | n2 | n3 | n4 | n5 +oo
%light
========>====>========>=====>
%Thicknesses (z)
0 a (a+d) (b+d+a)
%Interface Regions: -1- -2- -3- -4n(1)=GaAs(v,2)+i*GaAs(v,3);
%Substrate
n(2)=SiO2(v,2)+i*SiO2(v,3); %Dielectrics underlayer: PMMA, SiO2, Si3N4, etc. + CRN2
modification (0.014)
n(3)=Gold_type2(v,2)+i*Gold_type2(v,3); %Metal layer
n(4)=PMMA_950(v,2)+i*PMMA_950(v,3); %Dielectrics overlayer: PMMA, SiO2,Thiols SAMs,
etc.
%n(4)=SiO2(v,2)+i*SiO2(v,3); %Dielectrics overlayer: PMMA, SiO2,Si3N4, etc.
n(5)=Air(v,2)+i*Air(v,3);
%... air!
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%Minimizing the PL light from getting out is building an AT structure for the setup (PL light from 1
to 5) at the QW wavelength of ~820nm. By reciprocity, it would also be possible to maximize PL light
going inside.
%Therefore, building an AR strucure for the "inverse" setup (PL light from 5 to 1).
%Angles are simply defined by Snell-Descartes:
%theta(s+1)=asind((n(s,v)./n(s+1,v)).*sind(theta(s)));
theta(1)=asind((18.32-16.89)*1e6/((2*pi/lambda)*n(2))); %degrees, This is found when matching
the k vectors of the SPs with the actual grating (Appendix XVIII)
%theta(1)=0; %normal incidence test
theta(2)=theta(1);
theta(3)=theta(1); %Assuming the metal is too thin to refract~ approx.
theta(4)=asind((n(2)./n(4)).*sind(theta(2)));
theta(5)=asind((n(4)./n(5)).*sind(theta(4)));
%Transmission Matrix Coefficients:
%Notice (i) represents the interface number: i=1 ==> 1|2, i=2 ==> 2|3, etc.
for s=1:1:4
%We should use P-polarization,i.e. TM, since the output is at an angle of
%~12 degrees and TM pol is the only way to excite SPs.
r(s)=(n(s+1)*cosd(theta(s))-n(s)*cosd(theta(s+1)))./
(n(s+1)*cosd(theta(s))+n(s)*cosd(theta(s+1)));
t(s)=2*n(s)*cosd(theta(s))./ (n(s+1)*cosd(theta(s))+n(s)*cosd(theta(s+1)));
end;
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for q=1:1:450; %Various thickness of SiO2 underlayer
a=1e-9*q./f;
T12=1./t(1).*[1,r(1);r(1),1];
T2=[exp(i.*ko*n(2)*a),0;0,exp(-i.*ko*n(2)*a)];
T23=1./t(2).*[1,r(2);r(2),1];
T3=[exp(i.*ko*n(3)*d),0;0,exp(-i.*ko*n(3)*d)];
T34=1./t(3).*[1,r(3);r(3),1];
T4=[exp(i.*ko*n(4)*b),0;0,exp(-i.*ko*n(4)*b)];
T45=1./t(4).*[1,r(4);r(4),1];

T=T12*T2*T23*T3*T34*T4*T45;
t15(q,1)=a;
t15(q,2)=abs(1./T(1,1));
t51(q,1)=a;
t51(q,2)=abs(det(T)./T(1,1));
r15(q,1)=a;
r15(q,2)=abs(T(2,1)./T(1,1));
r51(q,1)=a;
r51(q,2)=abs(-T(1,2)./T(1,1));
end;
%Refl15(:,1)=r15(:,1);
%Refl15(:,2)=r15(:,2).^2;
%Trans15(:,1)=t15(:,1);
%Trans15(:,2)=t15(:,2).^2;
if p<=3; Tran(:,p+1)=(1-r51(:,2)).^2; %in
else Tran(:,p+1)=(1-r15(:,2)).^2; end; %out
end;
Tran(:,1)=r15(:,1)*1e9;
figure; plot(Tran(:,1),Tran(:,2:end));
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APPENDIX VI: Transmission predictions for Prototype 2

Transmission coefficient as a function of the SiO2 underlayer thickness, for different light sources. The full black line represents the
transmission for the AlGaAs DQW signal (at 823 nm).
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APPENDIX VII: SPs solution for Prototype 2

Surface plasmons energy versus their corresponding projected wavevectors for the second prototype architecture. The coupled
transcendental equation (3.24) is solved for different metal tickness.
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APPENDIX VIII: PLM-150 setup

PLM-150 setup from different perspectives. In the lower-left section, the green (532 nm)
excitation source comes out of a fiber at an angle of 45o with the substrate.
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APPENDIX IX: PLM-100 setup

PLM-100 setup from a side view. On this setup, the excitation source is perpendicular to the sample stage. Note the internal polarizer
in the Z-Stage.
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APPENDIX X: List of studied samples
B527
Substrat :
Nom du projet
:

Hétérostructure AlGaAs-GaAs
SPs PL

B427
Substrat :
Nom du projet
:

Hétérostructure AlGaAs-GaAs
SPs PL

B426
Substrat :
Nom du projet
:

Hétérostructure AlGaAs-GaAs
SPs PL

B393CB
Substrat :
Nom du projet
:

GaAs
CdSe_Au_GaAs calibration

B393CA
Substrat :
Nom du projet
:

GaAs
CdSe_Au_GaAs calibration

B393B
Substrat :
Nom du projet
:

GaAs
CdSe_Au_GaAs calibration

B393A
Substrat :
Nom du projet
:

GaAs
CdSe_Au_GaAs calibration

B376
Substrat :
Nom du projet
:

Hétérostructure AlGaAs-GaAs
SPs PL

B344B
Substrat :
Nom du projet
:

GaAs
SPs PL

B344AB
Substrat :
Nom du projet
:

GaAs
SPs PL

B344AA
Substrat :
Nom du projet
:

GaAs
SPs PL

B344A
Substrat :
Nom du projet
:

GaAs
SPs PL
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B343BB
Substrat :
Nom du projet
:

GaAs
SPs PL

B343BA
Substrat :
Nom du projet
:

GaAs
SPs PL

B343A
Substrat :
Nom du projet
:

GaAs
SPs PL

B289
Substrat :
Nom du projet
:

Hétérostructure AlGaAs-GaAs
SPs PL enhancement

B288
Substrat :
Nom du projet
:

GaAs
SPs PL enhancement

B036
Substrat :
Nom du projet
:

Hétérostructure AlGaAs-GaAs
SPs PL enhancement

B018
Substrat :
Nom du projet
:

Hétérostructure AlGaAs-GaAs
SPs enhanced PL

B002C
Substrat :
Nom du projet
:

GaAs
Caractérisation lithographie

B002B
Substrat :
Nom du projet
:

GaAs
Caractérisation lithographie

B002A
Substrat :
Nom du projet
:

GaAs
Caractérisation lithographie

A206B
Substrat :
Nom du projet
:

Hétérostructure AlGaAs-GaAs
SPs PL enhancement

A182
Substrat :
Nom du projet
:

Hétérostructure AlGaAs-GaAs
SPs PL enhancement

A172D
Substrat :
Nom du projet
:

GaAs
Tests electrolithographie et lift-off d'or
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A172C
Substrat :
Fournisseur :
Nom du projet
:

GaAs
Jan J. Dubowski
Tests electrolithographie et lift-off d'or

A172B
Substrat :
Nom du projet
:

GaAs
Tests electrolithographie et lift-off d'or

A172A
Substrat :
Nom du projet
:

GaAs
Tests electrolithographie et lift-off d'or

A156
Substrat :
Nom du projet
:

Hétérostructure AlGaAs-GaAs
SPs PL enhancement

A144D
Substrat :
Nom du projet
:

GaAs
Tests electrolithographie et lift-off d'or

A144C
Substrat :
Nom du projet
:

GaAs
Tests electrolithographie et lift-off d'or

A144B
Substrat :
Nom du projet
:

GaAs
Tests electrolithographie et lift-off d'or

A144A
Substrat :
Nom du projet
:

GaAs
Tests electrolithographie et lift-off d'or

A105
Substrat :
Nom du projet
:

GaAs
e-litho de lignes dans PMMA pour lift-off Au

A092
Substrat :
Nom du projet
:

GaAs
e-litho de lignes dans PMMA pour lift-off

A090
Substrat :
Nom du projet
:

GaAs
test e-litho de lignes dans PMMA + lift-off

A086
Substrat :
Nom du projet
:

GaAs
test e-litho de lignes dans PMMA
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APPENDIX XI : Fabrication process example for Prototype 1
Liste des étapes réalisées pour l’échantillon B018
Type

Date

Opérateur

2006-01-17
11h09

Dominic Lepage

Opticlear: 5min. ultrasons
Acetone: 5min. ultrasons
IPA: 5min. ultrasons

2006-01-17
11h09
Electrolithographie 2006-01-17
> Étalement de
17h00
résine

Dominic Lepage

HCl 37%: 1 min.

Jean Beerens

Vitesse (rpm) : 3000
Durée (s) : 30 s
Étaleuse : Solitec
Type : PMMA 4% LMW anisole

Électrolithographie 2006-01-17
> Recuit de résine 17h01

Jean Beerens

T (°C) : 180
Durée : 90 s
Méthode : Plaque chauffante

Electrolithographie 2006-01-17
> Étalement de
17h02
résine

Jean Beerens

Vitesse (rpm) : 3000
Durée (s) : 30 s
Étaleuse : Solitec
Type : PMMA 2% HMW anisole

Électrolithographie 2006-01-17
> Recuit de résine 17h03

Jean Beerens

T (°C) : 180
Durée : 90 s
Méthode : Plaque chauffante

Électrolithographie 2006-01-17
> Exposition
17h05

Jean Beerens

Microscope : FIB
Tension (kV) : 20
Distance de travail(mm): 3.703
Diaphragme(µm): 7.5
Courant normal
Courant de faisceau (pA): 22.3
Mag : 100
Dcc(nm) : 16.4
Dose : 2 nC/cm

Électrolithographie 2006-01-18
> Développement 09h29
de résine

Dominic Lepage

Développeur : IPA-H2O 9:1
Durée (s) : 30 sec.
T(°C) : 20
Méthode : Immersion

Microscopie
optique

Dominic Lepage

Inspection

Nettoyage
chimique en
bancs humides
Gravure Humide

2006-01-18
09h30

Note

Détail

Gravure oxyde natif

reseau1.rf6
lignes8 : 3425 lignes simples de 1 mm de
longueur. Période de 292 nm.
T1 : lignes8
temps d'écriture : 512 min.
Fichiers :
Nom(s) de fichier NPGS : reseau1.rf6
Nom(s) de fichier DesignCad : lignes8.dc2

Développement réussit.
Compte de particules élevé.
Apparence d’un « second » patron.
Fichiers :
P:\Lepage-Dominic\B018\B018_Z25x.JPG

Évaporation :
Évaporateur
Edwards (canon à
électrons) - Salles
blanches

2006-01-18
14h48

Guillaume Bertrand

Cible : Au
Taux de dépot : 0.05 nm/s
Épaisseur visée : 10 nm

Électrolithographie 2006-01-18
> Soulèvement
15h31

Dominic Lepage

Solvant : Acetone
Durée : 90
T(°C) : Amb.
Ultrasons : 60 sec.

Microscopie
optique

2006-01-18
15h31

Dominic Lepage

Inspection

Caractérisation
SEM

2006-01-18
17h45

Jean Beerens

Soulèvement réussit.
Fichiers :

Fichiers :
//Fib/images_FIB/beerens/CRN2/DLepage/B018
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APPENDIX XII: C.D. versus dose for Prototype 1

First prototype’s characterisation of the critical dimensions (C.D.) of the grating lines (1:1 duty cycle) versus the SEM delivered
doses.
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APPENDIX XIII: Preliminary tests of gold deposition
Sample4 #

Method5

1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5 a)
1.5 b)
1.6 a)
1.6 b)
1.7
1.8
2.0
2.1
2.2
2.3 a)
2.3 b)
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9

Reference
HAuCl4 360s @ 5g/l
HAuCl4 240s @ 5g/l
HAuCl4 120s @ 5g/l
Reference
Au by e-beam evaporation
Sample 1.5 a) + RTA 800oC 20s
Au by e-beam evaporation
Sample 1.6 a) + TA 600oC 3600s
HAuCl4 300s @ 0.5g/l +US bath
HAuCl4 120s @ 0.5g/l +US bath
Reference
Au by e-beam evaporation
E-beamed with Au
Au by e-beam evaporation with 100% masked
Sample 2.3 a) + Gold Etch GE-8148 60 sec.
Au by e-beam evaporation with 100% masked
Reference
Au-Pd by plasma sputtering
Cold gold technique [52] @ 1.5 A/s indirect
Cold gold technique [52] @ 1.5 A/s semi-indirect
Cold gold technique [52] @ 0.5 A/s indirect, low P

Au Thickness6
Ellipsometry
Piezometry
0.0 ± 0.1 nm
N/A
7
332 ± 150 nm
N/A
6
262 ± 150 nm
N/A
214 ± 150 nm6
N/A
0.0 ± 0.1 nm
N/A
4.5 ± 0.1 nm
2.0 ± 0.1 nm
9.3 ± 0.2 nm
N/A
7.6 ± 0.2 nm
4.0 ± 0.1 nm
Organic contamination in TA
30 ± 1 nm
N/A
33 ± 2 nm
N/A
0.0 ± 0.1 nm
N/A
2.8 ± 0.1
2.0 ± 0.1 nm
1.8 ± 0.1 nm
1.1 ± 0.1 nm
0.0 ± 0.1 nm
149.8 ± 0.2 nm
0.0 ± 0.1 nm
N/A
0.0 ± 0.1 nm
149.8 ± 0.2 nm
0.0 ± 0.1 nm
N/A
1.9 ± 0.2 nm
N/A
29 ± 3 nm
250 ± 2 nm
66 ± 11 nm
250 ± 2 nm
6.5 ± 0.1 nm
55 ± 2 nm

PL signal
1
N/A
N/A
N/A
1
0
0.2
0
N/A
N/A
N/A
1
<0.05
<0.05
N/A
1
N/A
1
0
0
0
0

4

The SSE sample identification system was inexistent at the time of the samples creation.
All samples are cleaned following regular procedure and etched with HCl 37% for 3 minutes.
6
Uncertainties are evaluated with the standard deviation of 4 measurements and more. The uncertainty of the oxide thickness is also taken into account.
7
Profilometry measurements.
5
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SEM Inspections

Figure A.1.1a: Sample 1.5 a) 400kX

Figure A.1.1b Sample 1.5 b) 200kX

Figure A.1.3: Sample 2.1 400kX

Figure A.1.2a: Sample 1.6 a) 200kX

Figure A.1.2b Sample 1.6 b) 100kX

Figure A.1.4 Sample 2.2 100kX

Different SEM inspection of the evaporated gold surfaces, corresponding to the samples described in Appendix XIII table.
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Correlation between piezoelectric measurements and ellipsometry. The evaporation process is controlled and real time piezoelectric
measurements can be used to accurately monitor gold evaporation.
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APPENDIX XIV: Fabrication process example for Prototype 2
Liste des étapes réalisées pour l’échantillon B426
Date

Opérateur

Nettoyage
chimique en
bancs humides

Type

2006-06-05
16h18

Dominic Lepage

Opticlear : 5 min. U.B.
Acetone: : 5 min. U.B.
IPA: : 5 min. U.B.

Gravure Humide

2006-06-05
16h19

Dominic Lepage

HCl 37%

PECVD STS

2006-06-06
15h41

Abdelatif Jaouad

HFSiO (rev. 2005-10-11) - Standard
Num STS : CVD0655-2
Durée : 00:07:22
Épaisseur visée : 350 nm

Évaporation :
Évaporateur
Edwards (canon à
électrons) - Salles
blanches

2006-06-07
17h02

Guillaume Bertrand

Cible : Au
Taux de dépot : 0.05 nm/s
Épaisseur visée : 10 nm

Jean Beerens

Microscope : FIB
Tension (kV) : 20
Distance de travail(mm): 4.68
Diaphragme(µm): 7.5
Courant normal
Courant de faisceau (pA): 21.9
Mag : 100
Dcc(nm) : 16.47
Dose : 2 nC/cm

Note

Détail

90 sec.
Gravure oxyde natif

Électrolithographie 2006-06-15
> Exposition
09h52

Électrolithographie 2006-06-15
> Étalement de
15h00
résine

Jean Beerens

Vitesse (rpm) : 3000
Durée (s) : 30 s
Étaleuse : Solitec
Type : PMMA 4% LMW anisole

Électrolithographie 2006-06-15
> Recuit de résine 15h00

Jean Beerens

T (°C) : 180
Durée : 90 s
Méthode : Plaque chauffante

Électrolithographie 2006-06-15
> Étalement de
15h00
résine

Jean Beerens

Vitesse (rpm) : 3000
Durée (s) : 30 s
Étaleuse : Solitec
Type : PMMA 2% HMW

Électrolithographie 2006-06-15
> Recuit de résine 15h00

Jean Beerens

T (°C) : 180
Durée : 90 s
Méthode : Plaque chauffante

Électrolithographie 2006-06-15
> Exposition
16h00

Jean Beerens

Microscope : FIB
Tension (kV) : 20
Distance de travail(mm): 4.68
Diaphragme(µm): 7.5
Courant normal
Courant de faisceau (pA): 21.9
Mag : 100
Dcc(nm) : 16.47
Dose : 2 nC/cm

reseau7b.rf6
lignes10b : réseau de 2690 lignes simples de 1
mm de longueur, période de 372 nm. Dose :
2.0 nC/cm.
temps d'écriture : 410 min.
Fichiers :
Nom(s) de fichier NPGS : reseau7b.rf6
Nom(s) de fichier DesignCad : lignes10b.dc2

reseau7b.rf6
lignes10b : réseau de 2690 lignes simples de 1
mm de longueur, période de 372 nm.
temps d'écriture : 410 min.
Fichiers :
Nom(s) de fichier NPGS : reseau7b
Nom(s) de fichier DesignCad : lignes10b
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Électrolithographie 2006-06-16
> Exposition
08h00

Jean Beerens

Microscope : FIB
Tension (kV) : 20
Distance de travail(mm): 4.705
Diaphragme(µm): 30
Courant normal
Courant de faisceau (pA): 400
Mag : 100
Dcc(nm) : 30
Dose : 140 uC/cm2

Électrolithographie 2006-06-16
> Développement 10h04
de résine

Jean Beerens

Développeur : IPA-H20 9:1
Durée : 30 s
T (°C) : 20
Méthode : Immersion

Microscopie
optique

Dominic Lepage

Inspection

2006-06-16
11h06

carre1.rf6
carre1mm2.dc2 : Surface carrée de 1x1mm2.
temps d'écriture : 59 min.
Fichiers :
Nom(s) de fichier NPGS : carre1
Nom(s) de fichier DesignCad : carre1mm2

La résine semble légèrement plus mince sur
une des bordure du réseau, sur environ 150µm
de large.
Légère nonuniformité de l'épaisseur du SiO2
sur le pourtour.
Compte particules élevé.
Continuité de la fab.
Fichiers :
P:/Lepage-Dominic/B426/Develop

Évaporation :
Évaporateur
Edwards (canon à
électrons) - Salles
blanches

2006-06-16
16h34

Pierre Lafrance

Cible : Au
Taux de dépot : 0.05 nm/s
Épaisseur visée : 5 nm

Électrolithographie 2006-06-16
> Soulèvement
17h14

Dominic Lepage

Solvant : Acetone
Durée : 90 sec.
T(°C) : Amb.
Ultrasons : 60 sec.

Microscopie
optique

Dominic Lepage

Inspection

2006-06-16
17h14

Soulèvement réussi (à 1kx optique)
Fichiers :

Caractérisation
SEM

2006-06-19
14h22

Jean Beerens
Fichiers :
//Fib/images_fib/beerens/CRN2/DLepage/B426
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APPENDIX XV: C.D. versus dose for Prototype 2

Second prototype’s characterisation of the critical dimensions (C.D.) of the grating lines (1:1 duty cycle) versus the SEM delivered
doses. Double line means two passages of the electron beam, using a lower dose.
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APPENDIX XVI: Prototype 1 grating SEM analysis
40k magnification

SEM 40k x magnification of the first prototype’s gold grating directly on the susbtrate.
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12k magnification

SEM 12k x magnification of the first prototype’s gold grating directly on the susbtrate
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Wavevector injection distribution, s(Δk)

Spectral analysis of the SEM pictures, showing the spectral density function the SPs should perceive on the substrate surface.
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APPENDIX XVII: Prototype 2 grating SEM analysis
35k magnification

SEM 35k x magnification of the second prototype’s gold grating on a 10 nm layer of gold capping a SiO2 layer on the susbtrate.
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8k magnification

SEM 8k x magnification of the second prototype’s gold grating on a 10 nm layer of gold capping a SiO2 layer on the susbtrate
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Wavevector injection distribution, s(Δk)

Spectral analysis of the SEM pictures, showing the spectral density function the SPs should perceive at the second architecture metaldielectric interface.
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APPENDIX XVIII: PL signal at different process stage

Photoluminescence signal of the device at different stage of the fabrication process. Blue (473 nm) excitation laser is used.
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µm

µm

APPENDIX XIX: Typical PL mapping

µm
Figure 1: Second QW PL intensity signal for the first prototype:
Average intensity in the grating area: 0.65 ± 0.01
Top-left structure is a physical scratch on sample

µm
Figure 2: Second QW PL peak wavelength:
Grating average peak: 820 ± 1 nm

These examples were taken using the PLM-150 system with the green laser (532 nm). The mappings are very similar with the PLM100 system, as the two setups use the same software.
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APPENDIX XX: Prototype 1 normalized PL versus extracted wavevector

Prototype 1 grating normalized PL intensity vs. spectral density
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APPENDIX XXI: Prototype 2.0 normalized PL versus extracted wavevector

Prototype 2.0 grating normalized PL intensity vs. spectral density
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APPENDIX XXII: Prototype 2.1 normalized PL versus extracted wavevector

Prototype 2.1 grating normalized PL intensity vs. spectral density
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APPENDIX XXIII: Prototype 2.2 normalized PL versus extracted wavevector

Prototype 2.2 grating normalized PL intensity vs. spectral density
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APPENDIX XXIV: Penetration depth of SPs in Prototype 1

Penetration depth (corresponding to e-1 ~ 37% of the normal electric field intensity ) of the first prototype’s SPs inside the AlGaAsGaAs DQW, for different gold thicknesses. At 1.51 eV, all the penetration depth are lower than 40nm, implying very little excitronic
interactions with the DQW structure.
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APPENDIX XXV: Propagation length of SPs at Prototype 1 interface

Propagation length of the first prototype’s SPs atop the AlGaAs-GaAs DQW, for different gold thicknesses. At 1.51 eV, all the
propagation length are smaller than 140nm, implying very little interactions with the grating structure.
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APPENDIX XXVI: Propagation length of SPs at Prototype 2 interface

Propagation length of the second prototype’s SPs on the gold-dielectric interface, for different gold thicknesses. At 1.51 eV, the
propagation length are longer than 4µm, allowing SPs – grating interactions.
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